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EDITORIAL NOTE

The idea for this JouTIlal has come from the graduate students at
the Subfaculty of Anthropology at Oxford: in particular from those at
the Institute of Social Anthropology.
Papers given at graduate
seminars and ideas arising. from work for diplomas and higher degrees
ver,y often merit wider circulation and discussion without necessarily
being ready for formal publication in professional journals. There
obviously exists a need in social anthropology for serious critical
and theoretical discussion; JASO sees this at its main purpose.
The Oxford University Anthropological Society established a Journal
Sub-committee to organise the venture. We gratefully acknowled€;e a grant
from the Wenner-Gren Foundation.
Our congratulations go to E-P, Emeritus Professor of Social
Anthropology at Oxford on receiving a lmighthood. We are all
conscious how much we are in his debt: he is the first since Frazer
to be so honoured.
Certainly there is no other anthropologist
in thiscountr,y who so richly deserves this public recognition for
his contribution to scholarship. He has encouraged the Journal from
the outset, and in a sense, it is our tribute to him.
We are sadly grieved to hear of the death of Dr. Jean Buxton.
She was
She was a gifted anthropologist and a most charming person.
originally trained at the Institute in OXford and has maintained
close ties ever since.
FOR'VIAT
We shall produce one issue per term (three per year). Articles
are welcome from students in all branches of anthropology and from
people in other disciplines interested in social anthropology. Reviews
and comments will also be welcome. For the present, it is preferred
that the main emphasis should be on analytical discussion rather than
on description c:tr:." ethnography. Papers' should be as short as is
necessar,y to get the point over. Asa general rule, they should not
exceed 5,000 words. For future issues, papers should be submitted
following the conventions for citations, notes and references used in
the A.S.A. monographs.
Communications should be addressed to the
Editors, Institute of Social Anthropology, 51, Banbur,y Road, OXford.
BACK ISSUES
We have a small stock of back issues still unsold.
Individual
copies are available at 30p. in the U.K. and $1 abroad. Volume I
complete (1970) is available at the follOWing rates: U.K. - 75p. to
individuals, £1 to institutions; abroad - $2.50 to individuals,
$3 to institutions.
The subscription for Vol. II (1971) is the same.
(All prices cover postage). Cheques should be made out to the Editors.
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ECONOMICS AND THE THEORY OF GAMES IN SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY*
This essay owe$ its existence to a belief that an injection of
awareness of the nature of the mathematical models used by academic
economists may help ahtbropologiststo make contributions not only
to 'the study of society' in the traditional sense but to economic
theory itself.
We should remember that economic theory is not simply
something that is written on blackboards for the entertainment of
students;
that same model of 'perfect competition on atomistic
assumptions' that seemed so thoroughly bankrupt on the pages of
Lionel Robbins' famous text-book (1932) has been transformed into the
techniques·of linear and concave programming which have been, are
being, and, perhaps, will be applied to societies of living human
beings.
In 1965 Robert Solow remarked that the short-run macro
economic model (used to determine policy in developed economies) was
now "pretty well in hand", with no more than fifty years more being
. needed to "fill in the empty boxes".
We shall see later just how
wrong this claim turns out to be, and examine also the field of
"Development Economics", an enterprise about which anthropologists
might be expected to have fewer illusions (see Griffin: 1969).
But many anthropologists are no doubt sufficiently.sensitive to the
taunt of "Unprogressive" to follow the lead of Edel (1969) and accept
the ·kind of , underlabourer' role for anthropology that the much
avowed success of economic science seems to allot to other disciplines
in its system of patronage.
Edel argued tha.t the role of the
anthropologist is to put flesh on to the bones of the linear
programme by specifying preference functions, in particular using his
knowledge of the culture's values to help ensure the consistency of
the pian's targets, and by making sure that the engineer's production
function is compatible with variables whose structural determinants
usually lie outside the economist's orbit of empirical research.
All this raises the much debated questions of what 'Economic
Anthropology' might study, where 'the, Economy' might be located in a
sbcial system, what precisely is the meaning of 'Development', and so
on. . I hope some answers to these questions emerge in the course of
my argument.
We may begin with Karl Polanyi's characterisation of
modern eCbnomic: theory as 'the theory of a system of interrelated
markets" in a monetary economy' (Polanyi 1966: my emphasis).
This
is precisely what orthodox economic theory is not.
The kind of
economic model we shall be examining here is th;t of General Economic
Equilibrium.
Such models utilise the framework of micro-economic
analysis to build up a model of the economy which explicitly takes
into account its diversity in terms of goods, tastes, wealth and
income endowments· to individual economic agents, technological
possibilities 'and so on.
Macro-economics can be regarded as a
special Case of general equilibrium theory where the economy consists
of one prodUcer, one consumer and 'the government'.
Such models
constitute the theory of optimal resource allocation, the theme that
clea.rly constitutes the economic background to the work of Raymond
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Firth (see Firth:

1939).

Tha±heooy sets out to prove that if all producers in the economy
maximise profits as individuals, then the whole economy reaches an
optimal position, subject to the preferences of consumers being
connected and transitive.
(This means that each individual must
be able to rank any allocation of goods in order of pr~ference, so
that he can express a preference between any two goods and that his
preferences are 'consistent.)
An optimal position can be specified
at one, or a series of resource allocations such that:
(a)

producers obtain maximum revenue;

(b)

the outlay necessary for.a consumer to secure any
allocation preferred ;to the selected allocation
is not less than that needed to secure the
selected allocation.

Given further mathematical assumptions (see Koopmans: 1957), a set
of relative prices can be computed at which the agents in the
economy will act in such a way that they reach the optimUm
allocation.
This is the essence of programming the economy.
Two things need to be noted here.
Firstly, whilst the theory
can specify an efficient point, it cannot specify the best of all
possible worlds.
Secondly, in an economy with many consumers and
producers, if even one of those producers or consumers fails to
behave in the 'rational' manner demanded by the theory, there is no
'second-best' position to which the economy can be moved (see
McFaddeni 1969).
The whole edifice collapses immediately.
Since the constraihts on the model are very severe, and could not
possibly be satisfied in a. real economy, one might conclude that
planning was futile and the theory ridiculous.
The practising
programmer, whilst forced to accept the logic of this argument 
which he himself helped to construct ~ can only defend himself by
asserting that some kind of control of what's going on is better
thanIDne.
There we can leave the theory of resource allocation.
Models of this type clearly make no direct reference to money.
Efforts were made to introduce it explicitly, notably by Patinkin
(1956).
The result of these efforts was to produce yet another
theory of a barter economy!
To understand this situation we need
to look at the classical equilibrium of the economy as expressed in
the theories of L~on Walras (1954).
Looking at the problem macro
economically~ the economy cannot be in equilibrium unless aggregate
demand is equal to aggregate supply.
In general equilibrium terms
this means'that all the markets in the economy must be cleared
simultaneously; the sellers must sell their goods, the buyers buy
as much as they want.
This is clearly a case of successful bar;ter.
In the optimal resource allocation model a benign planning authority
ktndly computes a set of prices which enable buyers and sellers to
transmit messages to each other about their respective desires.
In the Walrasian system a little mechanism called 't~tonnementl 
which literally means tlgroping ii - was introduced to make this
possible.
BuYers and Sellers come along to the market, but instead
of trading with each other directly, they submit tickets' to
'auctioneer' on which they write 'offer prices'.
Unless these,
prices are the same, the auctioneer sends the transactors away to
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reconsidextheir positions.
The process continues until ap
equilibrium Frice vector, is reached throughout the market, and then
and only then are "the. participants allowed to trade.
This process
o:f t.honnement can be seen as a variation . Oil. the theme o:f 'perfect
information', and helps us to see that ~- t~tonnement processes,
where trading is allowed at "false" (i.e. n.on-equilibrium) prices ar~
those that characterise a monetary economy.
First, it may be helpful to look at the very foundations of the
orthodox approach to general equilibrium models with money.}
A
transactor in the traditional economic model is faced with a problem
of constrained maximisation.
In Patinkih's original formulation
this was represented as the maximisation.of the utility of ,a d~sired
quantity of goods and a desired money holdih~ expressed in real terms
as purchasing power.
Th~ consumer's choices are constrained by the
fact that the consumer could not end up, after trading, with a higher
value of goods and money than that of his initial endowment, which it
was assumed had "fallen like manna from heaven".
The problem was
that the way these equations were written it. was possible to carry out
two types of transactions, goods for goods, and money for goods.
The result of this is that if some transactors do not wish to hold any
money at all, let us say only one transactor wishes to hold money,
then money ceases to be used in exchanges at all, and accrues to this
single, money-hoarding transactor.
The consequences of this
possibility are radical, and explain why it has been so dif£icult to
incorporate money into the traditional value theory of 'classical'
economics.
For, far from satisfying Polanyi's definition of it,
modern economic theory has failed to take into account the most basic
structural feature of the economies it purported to describe.
For
as Marx expressed it, every transaction in a pure money economy must
be of the form:
Commodity

4

Money

~

Commodity

(where' ,~, stands for
"is exchanged for")

The existence of the cash nexus in every sphere of economic life,
means that a monetary economy must be portrayed by a model which has
at least three goods, only one of which, money, is directly
exchangeable for both the others.
The orthodoxy has rested throughout
on the assumption that one should generalise from two-good models
(see Clower: 1967), and has thus been unable to produce a monetary
model that was distinguishable from the barte.r world of Crusoe and
FridaY.
The belated grasping of what should have been a first principle,
has led two economists, Clower (1965) and Leijonhufvud (1968), into a
critical re-eva~uation of the work of Keynes; the orthodoxy, it must
be remembered, had since Hicks' 1937 paper been steadily subsuming
Keynes as a special case of the neoclassical model, "useful in
practice but contributing nothing in theory".
It was felt that
Keynes' theory rested on very special assumptions about human
behaviour, particularly 'sticky wages' and 'the liquidity trap',
which were portrayed as frictions within the machine of perfect
competition that resulted in periodic malfunction.
His book 'A
Treatise on Money' was largcly ignored.
Clower and Leijonhufvud
used a general equilibrium reading of Keynes to reinterpret his work
as an attempt to construct an economic model based on true monetary
foundations, a basis which had been disguised by neoclassical
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macro-exonomics and those who called themselves "Keynesians'" alike.
In this reformulation, the existence of the Labour 'market, and the
fact, again unrecognised in Patinkin's equations; that wor~ers were
paid in money, not goods, became the crucial determining f~ctor in
the existence of unemployment disequilibrium states.
KeyJ;'ies'
attack on 'Say's Law' came to be seen as in re~lity an att~ckon
'w a~ra s' Law', the idea that the price system was capable! of
clearing all markets in the economy simultaneously.
'Thefamiliar
Keynesian idea of 'lack of effective demand' was reinterpreted as
the information problem that results from dropping the assumption
of t~tonnement, the fact that in a monetary economy information
must be transmitted at actual ("false") trading prices.
The
demand for goods of the unemployed worker is "ineffective" bec~use
he demands a money wage; he cannot manifest his demand in terms of
goods on the market, without the services of the Walrasian
auctioneer as intermediary between worker and consumer goo~'industry.
It is precisely in the "price-taking" atomistic market that these
services cannot be available.
In the Keynesian (reinterpreted)
unemployment state the 'potential' purchasing power of the
unemployedworkeris non-communicable through the monetary medium.
A situation results in which all markets are cleared except the
labour market, where the excess supply of labour (the unemployed) is
equal to the excess demand for money (wages).
It is important to
realise that Keynes' attack on the principle of 'perfect
information' (the dual decision hypothesis) can only be coherently
formulated in a theory of a monetary economy, whose basic principles,
though recognised by historians and sociologists, escaped the
attention of the mainstream of economic theory altogether. 2
Secondiy, we should understand that the Keynesian model is just as
much a model of 'rational' and 'maximising' behaviour as the
orthodox approach.
Where it differs from the latter is in shewing
the limitations on behaviour resulting from the information
situation of the monetary economic system - with decentralised
decision making.
It might seem that economics was now in the process qf
undergoing a revolution which would at least make it useftil for
dealing with modern economies.,' But once these apparently curious
assumptions like tBtonnement, or the idea that workers might receive
their wages in milled steel, are dropped, the difficulties of
constructing a mathematical theory of the economic system multiply
considerably. 3
A major programmatic statement of the limitations
on system-building in economics was provided by Von Neuman and
Morgenstern (1953).
Their classic work not only supplied the
foundation for the theory of games but sketched a perspective for
the past and future of economics which should be of great interest
to anthropologists.
Indeed in,the work of Fredrik Barth '(i966) we
have explicit recognition of this.
Since like most formal
.
theories, ~ame theory has been used for flag waving rather than for
serious analysis, it is not surprising that the result of this
interaction should be a total distortion of the original arguments,
and a set of conclusions which seem derisory.
.

*

*

*

*

*

*
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What exactly is game t;heoiy?
VonNe~an andMorgenst~rn,argued
thatecononlic theory had been tbo am1::>itio~s'in'try:l.rtg to's~t up
"9~nerai systems of universal ~ppilcati()nandsho~I$:t:J;aq~u:p to the
"d:tffi~ulties of handling mathematically even the J,imited problems of
~hich' we hadac:iequate empir ic~l kI}Pwl~dge. " ~n p aJ;ticular they argued
that mathematical economics 'in th.e marginalisi'traditionhad.largely
been'~onc~i:~~~fwith a 'pseudo":ma,ximisation' proble~',that q;fmaximising
tW::lf'unctlons at once., Theiri'heory of gqmeswaso:ff~red as 'a' modest
cont:db~1;iori'' to econom~c s,cience." l~ the light of th~ir PWI1 "
p+ogr~me, 'it is perhaps unfortunate ~hat mariY, rof the,pppularisers of
gamet'heoretic notions have ~nsisted pn trying to' make 1;h,eedi::f~ce
seeI!lso vast and porteritiqus that only dis,illusion andr€ ! treat have
resulted
from its application.,'
.'
'.."..
:
.
' .

.'

,"

Gam~ models
beclassifi~da,sst~ictlY cpmpetitiye ~d non
stri6tly 'competitive., Into the fO~I1le.r b.ox go ?,erP-sum ¥1d constant
sum~ames. ' 'In ga,mes oi ,1;:histYPe 'Qrje ,p~ayergaIns at ,the' expense of
the other.
Zero-sum games are the ).. imit, ca~e where "wi,nnertnkes
"all".
Wher~ the number 9£ . 'pl,ayer's' i s restricted t~t~o, zero-sum
'games have solutions, and'pr,ovide the players,with norn,.ative rules of
;nowtoplay.
'In the caseo'f,non-zero-sumgames, 0; zero-sum ,games
-ivitllniore th.em 1:wo players" solutions tend to 1?enei ther C;;Jeneralnor
in niany casesplaus~bl,e.
This is c\. p;Lty, for it ,is justh,~re ,that
the theory gets interesting since it dea,lswith phenomena like
coll,usi'on, side payments and, open conununicatioJ:} ,bet;'een players.
As
work in'1;he field proceeded, the ,limi -:lations ,of mathematical ¥1alysis
became only too clear,as it was discovered,thateven,apparel1tly
iimple'n-persan games sometimes neitqer had solution\,> nor s.hewed'in
advance ,that they la.cked solutions. 4 ,

can

I should ~ake it clear that game th,eory i$ I imi ted by the , "
,information sit\lation., We do not need perfect information but, we do
need complete information., "Tpe, plaYe,r of poker who discatds some
carEls' 'hc.s' made' a ~ove.' .Another, plaYer, know,s, ,that .he has made a move,
but does 'not know which cards have been discarded. ' BI,uffing in a
game of poker characterises the game as one oiimperfect information,
, unlike chess where all the moves made ,up toa cCfrtain stage in the
game can' be observed by the other player.
Bqt in bot.h types of, game
pl'ayers must have full knqt.Jledge aboutall;the payoff~alq~sqf the
game that can resultfrOlrl arty' given' strategy . a.va~la,ble to, them.
In
bther ,words they must be able to assign probab,ilitics to the outc.ones.
Next We need' 'to iormalise' th.e concepto£a strategy.
Games can ,be
written 'down in tw~ ways ,extension~l for~a~d .normalform~JT.he
latter 'is more econqmical. ,We represent tl1.e game as if the players
moved simultaneously rather than, in sequencg and can wri,te t,he resul t
The str~ctureof the mp,trix '\lsua,l,lytell's us a
down' in matrix form.
player's' optimal strategy.
'Of course" the ~9:jt,rix ~ust be able t,o
take account ot the fact that playing the game will,qui;te probably
al ter the' value' of the payoffs and enlarge the ,number,o,!, strategies
as: the players proceed; ,it must therefore be compr.ehcimsi ve, ,,which
means, in the'case 6f 'real-world', games, that we have to go quite
deeply into the' f2nvironment of 1;:he, game anc:~the way the environ~ent may
'be aff"ect'ed by play.,' (In t~~ rea.l, world, for, exa;mple, a g.:lmc may
start with the players behaving in a strictly ,competitive way, b\;lt
after a humper .0£ moves they may be :in a position to l;ollude, which
furt'her ,modifies the envir0IUnent" ~nd so on.)
The central theorem of game theory is called "min-max" (see Von
Neuman and Morgenstern 1953: sections 13-17).
The 'payoff' a

player gets depends on which strategy the·other player adopts, and in
a game with two possible strategies and two playexs, one of the
players may gairi£10 by i)l~ying his first strategy if the other
player plays his first· strategy, and may lose £20 by playing ,his first
strategy if the other player plays his second strategy~
"Min-Max"
tells the players how to minimise their possible losses, and they
seleCt that strategy which ensures minimum loss whatever strategy the
other player 'adopts.
The values that rep~esent miriimum'loss
(maximum"'security level ,) fot each'player are termed the "max"'min l
and 'niih,.;max' valties of the game.' Clearly irl the c~se of some games
the max"';;riJ.in value'may be the same as the min-max value and these games
are called 'strictlyd~termined'; they possess a 'saddle~pqint'.
In
games where max-min ctoesnot equal min~max, a saddle-point'~xists if
players are allowed to'play what are tE!i;'med 'mixed strategies'.
If a game does notmve a saddle-point neither player can guarantee
minimising his losses and there ceases to bean optimal strategy.
The mixed strategy solves this problem, although it is' almost
impossible to make i tsound plausilie he,uristically by means of a
qualitative argument.
the reader shouidcimagine that the players
select tHeir strategies by means of a random device.
the key point
to grasp is that mixed strategies follow with perfec;t logic fro.m the
initial axioms of the Von Neuman arid Morgenstern theory (op. cit.:
sections 9-10).
In effect, the player does not choose a strategy,
but plays all possible strategies and chooses only the probabilities
wi th'which he is going to 'play them, thus introducing ,'in a sense , an
infinity of-avai'lable strategies.1 2
What one ,has to decide here is
whether, on Vorl Neuman and Morgensternt's premises, any quantitative
result might arise from such a theory ~
,Certainly one side effect of
the theory of games has been s<?veral Suggestive theorems in 'learning
theory, and quite"a number of ideas about information processes. '
But game theory in the formal sense, whatever its metaphoric
contributions to other disciplines, has now been fairly fUlly
incorporated into the framework of orthodox th~ory; nor is this
surprising 'if one remembers that the' min-max theorem is the formal
equivalent cfa linear programming 'problem, which: was indeed expressed
in min-max form in Von Neuman 1 S paper: "A model of General'
,
Equilibritirn il (1945).,
' '
Game theory 1 s most serious limitations are revealed precisely in
those fields, where it might become most interest'ing.
Ope example is
what, at fi'rst sight ,'looks like a'simple two-person co'::operati ve
game.
co-operation enlarges the set of possible payoffs for both
players j'they cariboth be better off, which is the reason 'for' the
,initial co-operation.
The problem is, 'how do they split 'the spoils 17
,Th:ere is quite a Ii terattire on the solution to this game', simple
though it is as a SbciologicaLphenomenon.
There are two basic
,approaches. 'On'els to examine the question of the stre11gthof the
,;two participcimts.
Obvi,ciusly , i f tHe game takes place, more than once,
the threat of a'refusalto,co":operate next ,time round .is a powerful
on~, eveni£ one' player has the power to enforce his decision.
Alternatively, even if one is' able to' force his decision, and the
,other announces'that 'he won" t p'lay 'any more I , a compensation which is
just big enough to make it worth his while, that is which enlarges his
payoff beyond the liinit of the non-co-operati.ve game, I1l;ay'encourage him
to Ico-operate 'once again.
obviously there ate limits to what can
happen that seem~ in abstract, quite plausible, but we cannot determine
the solution with certainty froin a mathematical description oftpe
game.
The other appr6ach is to specify a 1 fair division 1 of' the
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spoils, so that with the introduction of an arbitrator a unique
solution can be defined.
Many of these approaches cannot be
reconciled with the Von Neuman and Morgenstern axioms, and those
thatc:an seem open to thE! objection of ,implausibility or are based
on excessively re'stricti,ve assumptions.
In particular, some
solutions of. this type suggest that the best course for the players
might be to deceive the arbitrator by dis·guising their true
preferences.
These kinds of suggestion often came out o~ game
theoretic discussion, and are sometimes themselves susceptible to
game theoretic analysis - one might term i t."the theory of the
optimal lie".
They sometimes have a certain amount of real
explanatory power; one example is p;ovided by the question of the
,behaviour of decentralised plant managers in th~ Soviet economy,
where the theory of bilateral monopoly was found to account quite
comprehensively for certain biases i~ the input/output figures the
enterprise.s were sending back to Gosplan.

B~t in the last analysis, game· theory has proved of limited
. utili iy in economic, s.ociological or political analysis.
True , i t
serves as a·good metaphor for making·work of theoretical triviality
seem moreportentiou5 than it is.
I am thinking particularly of
"Stratagems and Spoils" here, but I will deal with that in the last
section of the essay~
1t is also true to say that if one searches
hard enough one will find phenomena that could be handied by formal
game theory.
But game theory scarcely ever provides any
qualitatively new results, and on that record it must be judged,
although it has done much to clarify and sophisticate some older
resul ts (see Luce and Raiffa: 1957).

*

*

*

*

*

I hope that in.the light of what I have said the debate on
maximisation theories now seems a most curious sort of undertaking.
Those who embraced the economics of Lionel Robbins, far from using
economic theory as ~n explanatory device, seemed to be groping
around for some of its· basic assumptions,. which are now summarised
as 'convexity properties'.
Without convexity properties the
mathematical model collapses for mathematical reasons, but as a
theory itwQuld surely have been more barren than it is if that is
all it had to say.
As many critics have pointed out, the study a
'economising behaviour' disperses the economy into every aspect of
social life, with results that are plainly ludicrous.
But a
'formalist' position does not have to rest on so tenuous a basis.
It is still, in principle, possible to bo beyond 'economic theory'
as we now have it, and construct formal .models of 'primitive
economis'.
But such a programme would encounter the same
difficulties that make modern economics what it is.
Certainly we
can write down useful little pieces of sy~bolism for heuristic
purposes as Steiner did in his "Notes on·Comparative Economics"
(1954), but I think it most unlikely that one could at the moment
get better results than orthodox-style economic·theory in terms of
global models, and we have seen just how unsuccessful such models
have been.
Formalism, in the mathematical sense, must proceed
piecemeal, if its results are not to be totally trivial, and in
saying this I am only following in the tradition of Von Neuman and
Morgenstern.
Yet at the same time, I think that mathematical models
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do need to be introduced into this field more than any other.
In the
last stages of functionalism, quantification and models that seek to
make it rigorously possible, have become a dominant concern.
The
anthropologist is in a unique position to examine cr~tically the
central concepts of development economics, particularly the notions
of "the subsistence economy' and 'economic surplus' that form the
basis of the theoretical work in that field.
But he will achieve
nothing by applying his critique in an 'ad hoc' and unsystenatic way.
The Development economist has no qualms about locating 'the economy'
in another culture, and he will ask the anthropologists predisely the
kinds of questions to which Edel'spaper seeks to provide arlswers.
If the anthropologist .does answer those questions, it is my opinion
that he will be denying the validity of what is most useful in the
tradi tion of theory that sprang out of "Argonauts of the Western
Pacific" through Mauss rather than through Firth.
In fact he will
even by denying the validity of the funda~ntal proposition
established by Polanyi (1957), Dalton (1961), and Godelier (1968),
among others, that "the anthropological perspective forbids us to
describe the economy without showing at the same time its relation
with the other elements in the social sys.tem." (Godelier op. cit.).
So simple a proposition, almost a paradigm statement at the
functionalist perspective, implies that we need to do more, much more,
than answer the economists' questions.
We must ask ourselves exactly
what we have discovered about the nature of 'primitive economies' and
examine its implications.
The result of such a review should be a
denial of the economists' questions, and their substitution by more
useful ones.
.
First of all, we know that primitive economic transactions do not
correspond with the notion of 'barter' as envisaged in economic
theory.
In partic~lar, we have been able to establish, following the
classic statement of Mauss (1950), that money in its modern form is a
means of annihilating social relationships.
Mary Douglas' paper
"Primitive Rationing" (1967) is a very useful general statement on the
question of primitive currencies and pseudo-monies.
Polanyi's work
on the 'archaic' economy of Dahomey (1966) serves as the most
dramatic example.
Here we have a highly centralised society,
utilising a system of 'economic planning', in the sense that economic
decisions are made explicitly in an institutionalised manner.
Yet
in Dahomey the use of cowrie shell as a standard of value
institutionally similar to a modern currency, but expressing a system
of social positions, necessDated a radical financial policy.
The
stabilisation of the transformation rates ('price ratio') between
commodities became a necessity in Dahomey because once all social
positions had been given a quantitative expression in terms of cowrie 
formally equivalent to the introduction of money - the statps (and
therefore administrative) system could only avoid disruption by a kind
of financial management that would ~eem to militate totally against
the western theory of resource allocation.
Dahomey is simply an
extreme case of the phenomenon observed in those societies featuring
'spheres of exchangel,for example the Tiv (Bohannan and Bohannan:1970)
and the Fur (Barth:1966), where the native economy fights a rear-guard
action against threats to its status system from the introduction of
European currency.
Dou~las describes the presence of three rates of
exchange for raffia cloth in the Lele economy in these terms.
From
this kind of data, a very interesting feature of the 'primitive
economy' begins to emerge.
Prices are administered by the
institutional framework, through the creation of scarcity.
Control on
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the rates of transforma~~~commoditie~is thus exercised in
a way that corresponds to a kind of 'planning 'e; but a planning whose
object is society and whose organisingstructure-s<.axe plainly homo
loguous with the organising structures of society in general.
What economic theory and economic anthropology both .lack is a
completely'adequate theory of price determination~
It is well
known, as Marx point'ed out (1938: chapter XIX)t that whilst modern
economic theory of the kind t have outlined calls itself 'Theory of
Val ue " (see Debreu; 1959 ), it tends t a be very good at expl aining
.E.rice adjustment and fluctuation in the short run, but relies on the
. determination of price by cost in the tradition common to Marx and
Marshall for its long-run model (see Godelier: 1968: II :S).
In
the case of the economic formations of primitive societies, we
clearly need a more sophisticited approaCh than this.
Steiner
pointed out that on2 COUld not begin to understand a primitive
economy without appreciating that there were tran. !Sformatiohs of
commodities that created value in excesS of use-value Or prodllction
cost.
The Potlatch is perhaps the supreme example.
Here is a
transformation j.n which maximum value was ~:,,:ea.t;;':!d by the
annihilation of tL(~ \,:.se-val ue of an object 7 'i:)y .its physical
destruction.
Ste.'L:ner' S formulation also~.:nc·~:i"r,(lrates a phenomenon
ot conspicuous c0:'"~:';;Ulption, the increase of '.',.'...1;;'(2 by arranging
objects in a ritua.l way, so that thesu'm of ti:J0 use-values ot tbe
commodities taken individually was exceeded b'y the prestige-value of
theorde~0.d aggregate.
Now whilst one could deal with this
situation in an orthodox formal model by incl'"lding the commodity
aggre-gate as a new .cO!fu'UG0,.i ty, to do that would be to destroy rather
than enhance our understanding of the phemomenon.
On·e could not 1
in any case, incluclethe destroyed copper as a new commodity since it
has left the system of ej.;i'culating prestat;ions completely.
It is
possible, po doUbt, to construct a formal model of thePot1atch in
terms of a strictly competitive game (similar to oligopoly), but
'here again the result WOUld be misleading_
To capture the full
structure ;within which the contestants make their moves, one would
have to take into account not only a complex pattern of threat, bluff
and risk-taking .but also the overall framework of credit, access to
the system 1 and the effects of particular moves on the flow of
resources within the system as a whole.
Here weare lil<ely to be
near, or perhaps beyond, the limits of our present mathematical
competence. 5
Secondly, behind the potlatch lies the more general
question of the basic structure of primitive economic formations, in
particular the question of distribution.
One of the most striking features of 'primitive economic
organisation' is the way in which competition for status is often
kept sharply separate from the question of the or<1;lanisation of society
at the 'subsistence' level.
~estrictions on the convertibility of
goods between spheres, restrictions on the alienation of property,
most notably land and one's own person, the principle of
redistribution and the specification of rights of access to the means
of production, all these conditions control distribUtion within the
"substantive" economic infrastructure, whilst scarcity and
competi tion ~ one might borrow Levi-Strauss': use of the term 'entropy I
here - are restricted to a secondary level of activity and
.
circulation.
The impact of money on this kind of 'dual economyl6
must ultimately bring about the deconstructic~ of the entire social
framework.
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This observation brings in not only the question of the impact of
the colonial economy., Which ,has been intensively studied, but also the
evolutionary and histo~icalaspects of the theory of comparative
economics.
Polanyi suggested that the market system plus, money owed
its origins to the effects of th~ technological innovations of the 18th
century, with the attendant, increase in risk in capital acccumulation,
and the pressing need to ensure tlle maintenance of C}.dequat:esupplies
of raw materials.
This theory seems to be defective both
historically and as an explanation.
The transformation of land and
labour into pseudo-commodities had taken place over two hundred years
earlier in England • . What we really need to examine is the break-down
of feudal relations themselves; we have to account for thai radical
transformation somehow, ~nd I offer a tentative hypothesis.
The
essence of the prestige economy is monopoly of the means of obtaining
status.
If, in any 'dual economy' type of society a group does not
have access to the coupons essential to obtain prestige goods, they
may be able to break into the infrastructural economy by exploiting the
scarcity of imported goods;
if they can ,establish a new set of
transformations outside the prestige sphere, and secondly utilise·that
framework of transformations to create their own standards of prestige,
thus introducing marketability into a social relation that had
previously been subject to social control, number is clearly
introduced into an economy which had previously been dependent on
quality, and capital accumulation becomes possible.
The importing
merchant, the archetypal entrepreneur, cannot base his trade on the
principle of reciprocity, since his~n social position is undefined.
The 'monetary revolution' may thus be seen to be an event of thQ same
quality as the neolithic revolution, and it was against such dangers
that the archaic economy of Dahomey stood firm.
So simple an
hypothesis is clearly historically inadequate, but the 'evolutionary'
perspective may serve to illustrate the apparent resilience of the
primitive economy to the exploitation of 'potential surpluses'.
It
also tends to suggest that 'money' needs to be rather carefully
defined, since its 'unit of account' function seems to precede its
'exchange function' in time - contrary to the economists' emphasis 
and it can fill that function without becoming the universal standard
and liquid unit that constitutes a modern currency.
The lesson for the development economist is clear.
Rather than
complain of 'inelastic prices' of the kind Mary Douglas discusses,he
would do well to ponder on his assumptions and the effects of his
actions.
We are faced with the basic category problem that Marx
discussed in his brilliant "Introduction to the Critique of Political
Economy" (1968
), of rebuilding our conceptual apparatus from the
ground up.
What is needed seems.to be something approaching a theory
of 'Social Development' ra,ther thana 'Development Economics', and the
recognition of this fact should lead to a reconsideration ·of the
notions of "subsistence" and "surplus" that lie at the bot·tom of
modern development economics.
Social optimality as defined and
possibly in a sense achieved in a primitive society is clearly not
necessarily related to efficiency of production in the substantive
economy. 7
This leads us into the thorny thicket of the relationship
between 'development' and 'modernisation'; fortunately at least some
of the unfortunate recipients of 'development' are c.ble to work out
their own solutions to this question without the intervention or what
Thomas Balogh once termed the "goodie-goodies".
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Finally, I· w.;urt to--examine the work of F"re-dfik Ba:rth and his
disciple, Pr~ox_--Bailey.
Bar-t h -(1966) attempts to se.t up an
epistemology and a new type of mo¢el for ~ocial anthropology.
Attacking structural~functiqnalismfor accepting form as a datum,
he argues for the construction of '~ene~ative models', from which he
hopes to derive the form of social institutions from patterns of
social interaction.
He also makes the extraordinary ~laim that the
operations of his models· are 'logical " in the same sensethnt game
theoretic models are logical, adopting explicitly what he takes as
the Von Neuman .and Morgenstern paradigm that: "The logical
operations whereby forms are generated should mirror actual empirical
processes which can be identified in the reality which is being
analysed". (Barth 1966 )~o. Quite how his work does cc::::crespond with
this paradigm rather escapes me.
Firstly, the operations in his
'models' are certainly not 'logical' (in the sense relevant to
axiomatic systems), and indeed sometimes not even plausible.
Secondly, despite pretensions to "methodological rigour" what Barth
actually does with histmodels' - especially that of unilineal
descent systems - seemS more reminiscent of Gluckman and Fortes than
Von Neuman and Morgenstern.
Even if we separate Barth's programme
from his performance, the difficulties of even approaching the
analysis of a single social institution are immense, especially in
the present state of our mathematical techniques.
This is not to
argue against trying, quite the contrary, but anthropologists shoUld
realise that the limitations of mathe~atical economics represent as
much the limitations of mathematics as the ideological limitations
of economists.
But Barth·, -of course, does not even try.
The result of this is
that he struggles vainly at the intuitive level and makes exactly
those mistakes which the mathematical tneories were designed to
correct.
His 1967 paper, nEconomic Spheres in Darfur" fails on its
own terms, since although he manages to formulate a linear
programming problem - without seeming to be aware of the fact - he
lacks the tools to carry his argument to a useful (and logical)
conclusion.
Far worse than this, since it leads to incorrect
results, is his 'idee-fixe' that consistency in social values might
be explained with reference to the collective "groping" of
individuals in individual "transactions".
The argUment here (Barth
1966) is further confused by his failure to distinguish suff'iciently
clearly 'value' in the sense of 'preference' and 'value' in the Sense
of 'exchange rate'.
But the major mistake was his rejection of the
"particular formalism" of the theory of games; either the theory of
games or the theory of non-tatonnement processes would have shewn him
(rigorously) that his collective "groping" was more likely to lead to
unstable 'values' in the sense of exchange rates and inconsistent
patterns of r~vealed preference.
In particular, when talking 6f
social valuei, he argues that the process of transactions would
eventually establish transitivity of social preference.
This extreme
assertion is clearly contrary to the 'possibility theorem t derived
by Arrow (1966) as indeed are all attempts to derive a unique and
consistent social ordering from individual preferences in a situation
where the choice involves more than two alternatives (and this is a
matter of f'ormal logic).
Barth's only escape from this dilemma
would pe to argue that ,there was complete unanimity, as he seems to be
suggesting when he speaks of ~itation'.
But the generative role of
transactions then disappears into the Kantian categorical. 9
In fact
Barth's 'model', far from explaining the generation of consistency
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and similaxity, _might-lugLc~ work in precisely the opposite
direction.
We can see here quI"t'e..clearly thaLBa-rt-h-'-s--lI.methodQlogical
rigour" is a sham, and it is the very'·abs.enee--of that quality from his
work that makes it so desperately inadequate to its own avowed
objective.
Professor Bailey is at least more honest.
He confesses in·'
"Stratagems and Spoils" (1970) that he is unable to understand formal
game theory.
Unfortunately, he then continues to spice his work with
allusions to zero-sum games, a concept which ought to be irrelevant to
his argument.
In a sense it is highly relevant; for, like Barth, had
he been able to understand formal game theory, he would have been
better able to appreciate the limitations of that form of theoretical
construct, the model based on individualistic social interaction, as
an explanation of historical and sociological phenomena.
Despite its
pretentious sub~title, Bailey's book turns out to be a series of very
poor metaphors, designed to dignify an otherwise trivial form of
intellectual parasitism.
For it is by now becoming clear that it is
not merely the matbematics that limits us in this case, as Bailey
seems to imagine, but the whole conceptual apparatus of individualistic
models that is inadequate to the task in hand. 10
When we read that
"since social change is worked out through the actions of men and their
failure to act", it can thereby be reduced to a series of games which
will but rarely be capable of solution (and therefore seemingly low on
explanatory power), the hollow ring of 'trendyness' becomes unbearable.
We must conclude from the sad experience of these two writers
that Gluckmanesque "naivity" can only lead to abysmal failures and the
ridicule of other disciplines.
In particular, making another
discipline's mistakes allover again seems a sorry achievement for a
life's work.
Only a full and informed grasp of the successes and
failures of other disciplines will make it possible for anthropologists
to pursue their own data to the level of theoretical adequacy.
Economic anthropology has long been in the grip of a mythological view
of economic theory, a view from which it must be emancipated if it is
to make the fresh and distinctive contributions to science that this
essay has suggested lies ahead of it.
But awareness must be strongly
tempered with criticism; for if the anthropologists' results end up
looking like those of orthodox economic theory, "we may be sure that
they are wrong."
John Gledhill

Notes

*

This eS,say is a revised version of a paper read at Mr. Ardener' s
Tuesday' seminar in Queen Elizabeth House, Oxford, during the
Hilary term 1971.

1.

This approach rests on Clower (1967), although, as I remark; he
is only 'rediscovering' an observation of Marx. _ See also, Von
Neuman and Morgenstern (1953) 2.2.1.

2.

Economists are particularly blind to the results of other
disciplines.
In attempting to 'explain' why money enters the
general equilibrium model at all, they usually resort to pseudo
evol~tionary speculation.
Here is an example:

~
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"To lend intuitive color to our story, !j;uppose that all
individuals in our barter world live on a wooded island
(perhaps in company with the odd sna~e and tiger)" and must seek
out other individuals as and when they wish to engage in
economic transactions.
We need not conceive the society to be
primitive in an anthropological sense; on the contrary, we may
suppose that institutions for the protection of individual,
limbs, lives, property and the sanctity of exchange conttacts.
are as highly developed as might be desired by the most ardent
believer in laissez-faire .•• " (Clower: introduction to Penguin
readings in Monetary Theory, 1969).
The ignorance among anthropologists of the nature of economic
theory, and in particular; its extreme limitations, is, of
course, equally serious.
3.

Even the existence of the orthodox competitive equilibrium
requires qualitative (i.e. topological) mathematical argument
of some complexity.
See Von Neuman (1945), and Koopmans (1957).
Leijonhufvud's quite detailed book is non-mathematical.

4.

See Shapley and Shubik (1969).
The significant result of this
paper was that the games that. were needed for the theory of
perfect competition did have determinate solutions.
These
results are all',concerned with what are termed In-person
inessential games', i.e. those games in which it does not pay a
player to join a coalition.
The basic theorem - 'the core of
the economy' - states that when the number of economic agents
reaches denumerable infinity, no one of them can affect the
price at which a transaction is made.
In the 'old-style'
theory this vital number was expressed merely as 'many'.
Shapley and Shubik's "balanced games" comprise the core.
One
might c,mclude that mathematical analysis in this field was
therefore confined to the trivial, though the rigorous
delimitation of triviality is clearly important.

5.

Nevertheless, it is important to try tD make some progress in
this area.
The Potlatch is just such an example of the
possibilities.of making a successful attack on limited and
definable probl0ms, with a view ultimately to aChieving a more
general understanding of the nature of primitive s~)cial
formations in the global sense.
When examining the Potlatch
we should be conscious of the larger phenomenon of which it is
an exemplification, in order to guide our questioning of the
data in the most fr~tful direction.

6.

My use of this term has, of course, nothing to do with its use

in Development economics.
7.

In a real sense "planning" is much ea:;der in the 'substantive'
primitive economy, precisely because of the simplification of the
information problem which I have. tried to stON characterises the
economy in which transactions must be carried out through a true
monetary medium.
Primitive economies are not characterised at
the infrastructural level by uncertainty as to the actions of
economic agents, though when making decisions with respect to
the ecological environment they (like us) arc faced with the
uncertainty 0:[ nature.
The economic behaviour of native
populations is puzzling to the planner precisely because it is
more structured than he im.;:\gincs, ~d structured in a way to
which his preconceptions leave him blind.
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8.

Comp<i\re this statement closely with Von Neum~ and Morgenstern
(1953) Section 4.1.3.

9.

Suppose that transactions constituted a learning process by which
every participant discovered the values of others.
'Imitation'
cannot explain why a certain value is selected as the norm.
If
the 'majority view' triumphs, then logically, there must be a
minority whose values differ.
Furthermore the isolated
transactor could not know which was the 'right' value, without
the intervention of a mechanism like 't~tonnement'.
See Arrow
(1966) for an examination of the Kantian alternatives.
We should
also note that Levi~Strauss' ('Ie Cru et Ie Cuit f :1964) accepts
Ricoer's characterisation of his work as 'a Kantianism without a
transcendentalobject. f

10.

This implies that mathematical argument in this field would have
to take a different form i f it is to be possible at all. , The
real danger of a book like Bailey's is that its effect is actually
to suppress the results of the formal work, and restore a measure
of credence to results that are rigourously untenable.
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"ANTHROPOLOGY WITHIN AND WITHOUT THE IVORY TOWERS"
I want in this paper1 to make a temporary bridge between the thinking
of theoretical anthropologists conducted as it is within the cosy confines of
this most prestigious university, and that of the many lecturers and teachers
in colleges and schools outside, as well as the mass of intelligent lay
public with little formal education who nevertheless aspire to know what
you, in your ivory towers, are doing, and what you have to say to them
about Man, the social animal.
There are analogies in the position held
by university courses in anthropology in the past with the idealistic
struggles of lesser institutions of learning today, to spread sweetness
and light among the masses, whioh I think bear consideration. I intend,
therefore, to exploit what I believe to be my marginal position in social
anthropology to talk about the educational implications of the subject.
It was in this University, not far off a century ago, that anthro
pology was first thoroughly establised as a subject by that rationalist
Quaker, Edward Tylor.
The Oxford diploma is not only the oldest one-year
course, but it is the original postgraduate diploma course which was ever
initiated; and one which, as Marett remarked when he held the Oxford chair
for one year in 1934, many other university courses later used as a modeL
Today, a year's postgraduate course alone can hardly cover the tre:rnendous
field of knowledge into which social anthropology has blossomed since
Radcliffe-Brown taught here first about 35 years ago. It can only be an
introduction to the research degrees for which this University is famous.
VJhat a world of difference, one might think, will separate the student
attracted to such a course from those for whom the raw, new upstart courses
of the colleges and institutes of education, the colleges of further and
of adult education, and the polytechnics, cater.
Yet in a curious way,
these parvenue institutions have inherited some of the cast-off purposes
of the late 19th century, and have been seized with the same moralising
fervour as earlier inspired this University. They have tried to introduce
not only adults and adolescents, but in some cases even children, to "the
study of man and civilization, not only as a matter of scientific interest,
but beoause we have in it the means of understanding our own lives and our
place in the world ••• and to guide us in our duty of leaving the world
better than we found it." If you do not recognise that quotation" let me
continue it:
"In times when subjects of education have multiplied, it may
seem at first a hardship to lay on the already heavily-pressed student a
new science. But it will be found that the real effect of anthropology is
rather to lighten than increase the strain of learning.
So it is with the
science of man and civilisation, which connects into a more manageable whole
the scattered subjects of an ordinary education."
Those words with which Edward Tylor began his little introductory book
on Anthropology in 1881, have been used as a coda vdth which to end one of
the most modern introductions to Social Anthropology, that which Godfrey
Lienhardt published in 1964, and they are still relevant.
In the interim, some twenty years ago, your Emeritus Professor,
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Evans-Pritchard, in introducing sone published talks given by the B.B.C.
in 1952, somewhat sourly observed that students of other subjeots and
people interested in different kinds of scholarship tend usually to think
of anthropology in terms of theories put forward about 50 years ago.
"New knowledge," he then said, "is very slowly absorbed outside the small
circle of specialists who oreate it ••• laymen cannot be expected to read
all the large monographs and all the innuruerable papers in learned
journals; so it is the duty of anthropologists to present to the public
from time to time in.more popular forra, conclusions they have reached
and the problems they are seeking to solve."
Perhaps this remark, in its implications of academic "noblesse oblige",
dates somewhat.
Perhaps it is the conclusions rather than the methods
which need public interpretation. It might appear that the lay public today
falls upon those large volumes, and 4evours, quite undigested, both the
oooked and the uncooked, both the wild and the cultivated forms of anthro
pological thought, almost as soon as the specialist has published them.
Nevertheless, he makes the point, which I wish to stress, that there are
traditional moral obligations of some force and standing in this subject
which demand a fairly constant stream of oo~nunication, which I believe
should also be in more than one direotion, between the universities and
the intelligent lay public, between both teaohers and students, and from
places of learning well outside the spires of Oxford, or Cambridge, the
towers of London, or even the great blocks of Sussex, let alone the
ordinary buildings of Manchester, or Edinburgh or Durham. And even more
so is this interpretation necessary today than 50 years ago, when no shop
could have sold a book on, say, Frazer or Malinowski by the thousands, as
they recently have done for one on Levi-Strauss by Edmund Leach,or on
ritual by Mary Douglas.
Now in some quarters, while it is admitted that there ought to be this
communication, to the outside world from the universities, it is often not
oonsidered that there should be any necessary counter-communication. The
relationship between what goes on within the universities and without has
been differently conceived at different times, and discussion of it is
nothing new.
Nevertheless, it is a disoussion whioh needs to be con
tinually kept aliv~, as oonditions both within and without the universities
change, so necessarily· affecting the relationship. Sir Eric Ashby recently
pointed out that it was the wealth of Oxford and of Cambridge which enabled
them to preserve a great deal of freedom both from the state and (in their
more vigorous phases) from the churoh. This power was used to allow each
master: "freedom to do his own thing" - Sir Eric's use of the modern
jargon of the left. But he goes on: "If aoademic freedom was not often
questioned in nineteenth century England, it was because no one much cared
what professors taught or wrote; it was a freedom which did not matter."
Today it does matter. It is of conoern at every level. The pressures
of public opinion range from the most recondite at the apex of the system,
. where professional councils award research money, and direot students to
where they may pursue their particular form of researoh, through those of
intermediate prestige, business and other foundations whose funds endow new
ohairs or pay for library buildings, till we reach the third estate of
longhaired, unshaven and untaught (r did not say unteachable) students who
loudly demand that their course have some social relevanoe.
By their
physical actions of sitting down, shouting down, or breaking down, this
new group may sucoeed in disrupting the conventional struotures of university
teaohing, at least temporarily, in some places.
Although·a new risk in
the university, what I wish to stress is that these kinds of things have
been happening before, but at a different level in the educational·hier
arohy.
School.teaohers, appalled at the aggression and intelleotual

indifference of schoolcbjJdren, ,have sought teaching posts in colleges
and institutes of eduC'"ation; some already there, harassed by the demands
for formal teaching and lack of time for their own research and writing,
take wing further up to full university posts. But the dilemma which
drives them all is the difficulty of reconoiling the desire to learn
more oneself with the obligations to teaoh more to others. This is a
direct outoome, isn't it, of the explosion of student numb~rs, and of
educational opportunity at all ages, and for both sexes and all social
levels, something very few of us could seriously deplore or seek to alter.
There has been a kind of inflationary demand for knowledge in all fields,
but particularly in the fields of the behavioural sciences, which, like all
inflationary demands, can be seen as devaluating the whole category of goods
demanded, by eliciting a stream of substitutes of less and less value from
the original scarce good. Can one defend such a dilution? Is it possible
to popularise without debasing a subjeot or unduly distorting its methodo
logical principles?
The R.A.I. called a special series of meetings in 1964 to discuss the
teaching of social anthropology outside university departments, and even then
opinion was divided between what Paul Stirling called the Mandarins - who
wanted anthropology for ~nature Minds only, and the Missionaries - who felt it
had a Message for EVeryone. But no doubt as an indirect result of their
deliberations, a friend recently reported to me that her school age daughter
has been taking part in a Project on Witchcraft, and moreover that, based to
some extent on Lucy Mair's popular study, it was well conoeived and reasonably
carried out.
Now although such a course would have been impossible without the help of
profe$sional popularization, whatever of value was learnt certainly was not
presented an "anthropology".
So the first thing I want to say about anthropological teaching in the
market place, is that it has mostly to be done indirectly. Most people think
of the subject as having concern only and mainly with primitive peoples, who
are to be studied in order' to show how much wiser and better we in the
civilised world how do things. It is accepted as a subject of stu~y for
overseas students, mainly for giving an outline of the facta of social
structure it is expeoted that they will meet, but not necessarily as a
systematic way of looking at that structure.
Perhaps on~ of the main reasons for this viev~oint lies in the unfortu
nate dominion which Margaret Mead's work has had over that of all other
anthropologists in the field of popular education. ,In fact, her name seems
to be the only one known to the l1educationistsll; and students, with no prior
knowledge of the structure of simple societies
or of the methods or general
aims of social anthropology in general, have been introduced to these
books by the thousand in training colleges. It is not surprising that they
have swallowed the story of Samoan girlhood or New Guinea childhood whole;
much as they might some novel, and have acquired absolutely no general
principles from them at all.
It is, therefore, true to say, and I think one can be glad about this,
that pure theory of social anthropology as such is not, in general, taught
badly or VITongly by unqualified people, as it very often is in the case of
sociology.
Anthropology, if it is taught, is taught llby stealth" as to the
sohoolohild who does not say she is doing an "anthropology course ll , but a
study of witches,
So it is also in the new degree courses for teachers and
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general studies oourses.
Many aspeots of the new syllabuses in education
olearly oall for handling by someone with an anthropologicai'pointof view,
but they do not, I think, get that kind of approach very often. ,So I will
now try to show you (i) what I personally believe a social anthropologist
should try to get across to non-speoialist students, (ii) how oneoan try
to getcit aoross, and (iii) what the student reaotion is.
'
(i) The Main Aim,
The most fundamental insight to be gained should be that the
behaviour of man in sooiety is patterned, and that the social patterns have
some meaning. Also that there is always a sense in which the patterns hang
together and relate to each other.
The social oonstraints on behaviour are
not only essential to our development as "persons", but they also explain,
or excuse if you like, the limitations on what each person can do with his
ovm personality. It is the extent to which individual fraedom to behave and
to interact with other individuals is limited, and our power to change the
imperfect conditions of our ovm lives, which I believe it is important that
students understand. The American-inspired 'culture and personality' school
of thought has laid undue stress, to my mind, on how socialisation is
supposed to make us feel differently, rather than just behave differently,
in different cultures.
The stress on psychological conditioning which this
yiewpoint emphasises is naturally onerous, especially to the young; it
degrades the~ sense of personal integrity and individual power and
personal responsibility. Almost exactly the obverse conception is stressed
by a purely sociologi~al analysis which may seem to point to the possibility
of a oomplete emancipation of the individual by altering the structure of '
his society in such a way as to free him of the so-oalled artificial
restraints of olass or caste, the bonds of sexual role, kinship obligations,
and so on.
This point of view is naturally more attractive to the young,
suggesting to them tbatsocial re-organisation, political or idealogical
revolution oan free a man to do or to become just what he pleases. And it
is undoubtedly one of the attraotions of current sooiology courses.
But neither viewpoint is, in my opinion, 'luite valid, although each
stresses an aspeot of the eternal dilemma of the human condition. Cultural
conditioning stresses the impotence of persons. Sociological analysis
stresses man's omnipotenoe to free himself by changing the social system.
Neither represents acourately the reality of our sooial world. But some
conoeption of the compromises which men everywhere have had to make can
most effectively be understood by the study of sooial anthropology, beoause it
e,xamines behaviour in many different types of society, and recognises the
difference between what is done and what is supposed to be done. It can
lift' our vision beyond immediate problems, and suggest a valid philosophical
acceptanoe of the inconsistencies and vagaries of social life.
Some answer, even faltering or tent~tive, to the 'luestion of what life
means is one of the most urgent demands of the intelligent and idealistic
young today; whether they be chi;Ldren in school, subjeot to cramming with
all sorts of teohnical expertise to £it them into a society so huge and
impersonal they often feel they are being treated as things and not people;
or privileged students with time in universities to gain some detachment from,
and insight into, the system before they also are overpowered by it.
The relevance of what the young, had to learn in our OVID past as in
other cultures co~ld be justified by the innnediate exigencies of the situation.
In social systems which changed more slowly, or in which sheer poverty
dominated life, disease, disaster and lack of teohnological mastery of the
environment gave the young little time or opportunity to 'luestion the
"relevance" of what they had to learn •• A Malay peasant in Kelantan who
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did not leam to fish or gnow rice starved. A Tikopia who <tid not learn the
traditionalrespeot for the gods relin~uished his rights to the protection and
collaboration of his kin and his neighbours.. A Trobriander who did not see
the relevance of kula exchange must have opted out of the main stream of
social,economio and ritual relationships.
Whether the Bemba girls
understood the "relevance" of their chisungu initiation rites or not, to
refuse to go through with them would be to refuse marriage and the only viable
life for women at the time.
To ~uestion the values and fail to gain the
skills of the industrial economy of nineteenth centur,y England was to court
starvation if you were poor, social ridicule if you were rich.
But today, the impersonal and impartial structure of, the welfare ,state,
even in marginally welfare-orientated societies in the west, gives the young
economic support of a kind even if they do not conform; education has enabled
them to ~uestion and challenge both the structure and the purposes of society
and the relevance of these purposes to their own education.
When wealth
has provided leisure to ask questions, and science seems to offer the power
to provide solutions, ~uestioning is natural; and not only intellectual
questioning, but organised political and physical testing of the system is now
possible in a way it has rarely been before.
If one can leam how other people, in other sooieties, have dealt with
the problem of law and of law-breaking, of conformity and deviance, of res~
pect for the gods and for desecration of the temples, of the rites and duties 
as Maurice Freedman has called them - or the constraints and advantages, or
sheer :U"'1possibilities or marriage, of the uses of art, and the meaning of
ritual.and of religion, one oan perhaps see new meaning in what were other
wise regarded as useless patterns of our own social life.
In talking of the anthropologist's vision, Levi-Strauss says that suoh
observations only beoome possible by virtue of the distance from which they
are glimpsed. How do we get students who have not been in the field, students
who ha;ve no time to read "The Gift", or "The Argonauts", or to learn the com
plicated methodology of kinship studies, to see these struotures of social
control and their purposes, and to comprehend something of this world view?

(ii)

Method

The first priority is that, whatever the subject be called, it must be
made attraotive. The necessity to make the students like what they are doing
initially is not only that one learns better if so moti'Vated, but also be
oause learning social anthropology can be a very disturbing experience. We
all know about culture shock,.
If we do not actually suffer from that, all
field workers have suffered self-doubt, loneliness, anxiety, depression, or
frustration partly because, alone of all of the research workers, he rrmst
eat, sleep and play, as well as work, in his laboratory. There is an analogy
in the feelings experienced over a first field trip with the experiences
incidental to a course of psycho-analysis. There is a very good reason why it
should be so.
In each case, the individual has to go through some kind of
regression.
He has to re-orientate all his predilections, learn even to
speak allover again, he has to learn how to behave, he has to ask for many
of the things which he ovmed before; he has to ac~uire a new status, new
friends, play new roles, suspend judgment on nearly every issue which he
perceives. This is what enables him to record, understand and analyse what
goes on before him with as few preconceptions as possible.
The young student who comes first to college expects to increase his
knowledge by receiving "nubS" of it, as i t were, direotly from his tutors.

He
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opens hi(3 intelle-otual mouth-cancl-.of:ten .expects thetut.ox to feed hunks of
information into it, ra-ther as ke(3}Jers at the zoo ..fe.e.<Lpe~s. The students
believe they know what thE;lywant, althoqgh·;they may have differing exiectations
of the way they are to get it.
They maY, see the tutor as exhorting/hard and
painful labour as the price for.. theserewards, or they. Day see him as a
friendly, public-Spil,'ited person willing, to give aWay his. treq,sures to any that
will'politely ask for them..
This is not, however, what really happens in any' l'earn~;sit:lla~iqn,
·although it may sometimes appear to happen. ,If; nubs .~r, hunks' of kn~wledge
are really ,tendered to the student like~this,he will not be able tq,'Use theD
.or "dige.st" themin i thete;rmsof tAO analogy; ?it~er he will rejeo,fth~l;J
vomit then up so to speak - or they wi],l pasi'? Painlessly away from/him in
the process of rendering them baok again in an examination.
Why? / :Because
that system leads the student to jUggle Withwordsan4 wi~h ,Phrase,s whioh he
has picked up on theooursewithout truly understanding-.;~o whatsprt ·of
reality they refer. . I have. seen it happen oft.enin the ,.teaohirig' of sooiology,
that; what is learnt is a string of words ,a ,kind ,of jargon or,jipgle whi()h does
not illuminate the reality of. social relations, .put prev.ents th~m f:rom being
· seen'~Labels, whioh shQuld enable one to distinguish conoeptu~l oategories,
can easily be used as',a shield to prevent one having to go thrpugh the pain
ful prooess of looking at themonesel,f.
So words are bandieq'about without
;, any properoonoeption of the things to which they relate. .8,60ial relations
'oarinot be seen like. oells under the biologist's qiorqscQpe -,one has to learn to
see them th,r'ough their effects. '
"
The teaoher' s·task,. then" is to help the. process of Sf3€dng things in. a new
· way, of undoing lifelong habits of judging in ways learned in childhood,and
· yet withoutdestl'oying self confidence too much.
This is where the analogy lies with the tr~Wa.as. of the field experience;
students Dust unlearn muoh of what they bring to the oourse in order to benefit
from the relearning whioh is offered·to them. Unlearning makes one vulnerable.
The teaoh~rhas to balance theextenth$,mustallowVU,1nerability to allow re
learning,vfiththedanger. that, i f the student ,is made too vulnerable, he will
~ithdra,v, and rejeotallthat he might aoquire,by refu;~ing to go on thil?king
~nd observing in the new wayswhioh a1'S required of b,;i.nl.
'$0 that i f the sub
~ect is initially not made very attractive, or if the goals don't see~ worth
Jhile, the student will give up.,
"

\
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It is easy to seem to be rather metaphysical int;rying .. :to des<:;;ctbe the
of teaching in this way, but although it may be t:rue. that all real
ne~ learning is at the, cost ,of abandoning preconoeived ~ea,rni:qg, in,.the
sooiological field it is giving up 'the early:' conviction$,' and mor~1. :pre~
oon6eptions of- one's ohildhood whioh may oause' ·shooke.nd Qt;mfMSiion,'
'
I tel~ nw. students· that they Day
arid oonsiderableemotional strain may result..
~xpect to be more confused and uncertain 1han when they arrived before they get
to the'end of the oourse, but· that somewhere'about.twothirds of the way
through. light will dawn.: •'
. ,
!'.
h~zards

Le'Vi-straussrecalled that Maroel Mauss ::referred to anthropology as·an
"original mode of knowing rather than a source of partioular types of know
ledge", and he desoribes the field researoh situation as the paradigL'lqfthat
oonoept.
He desoribes in his inaugural leoture,."th,e"field research with
which every anthrbpologioalcareer begins, (as), the mothe,r and. wet nurse of
doubt, . the philosophieaJ}' attitude par. excellenoe.This .anthropological doubt
does not only consist' of 1mowing that one knows nothing, but of resolutely
exposirigwhat 'one thought one knew, and indeod .one's very own ignorance, to
thebuffetings and denials which are directed at one's
most oherished ideas
,
and habits by other ideas and habits which must n~eds oontradiot them tp the
highest degree."
'

.
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I think yau will see why I oOLlpaj:ed the-di f:f,j eulty' o£ J..e,a..rning the .
perspeotives of social an~hropology with those experienced in psycho-analysis,
which can also be regarded asa "niode of knowing"
And I am not in the least
confusing the two, any moX'€! than Levi-Strauss' confuses the two" when I say,
that, in their effects ,both may be verysimile.r both in diffioulties
enoountered and the rewards gained"
These are , for instance, the ~motional
and intelleotual assurance whioh can oome from having subjeoted onaselfto
rigorous self-exaLlination, either on the couoh or in the loneliness of the
field worker's tent, from having.looked' at oneself either through the
spe'ctaoles of the psyohiatrist OT· the oddly distorting spectaole:s of friends
and~nfonnants i~ the other oultUi'~ 0Eaoh aots as a mirror, at onoe
illwninating and disturbing, inwh:Loh one sees oneself through. alien.eyes and
onels beh~viourmirrored by the behaviour of others. '
0'

, 'So 'the ,student must be persuadedinot only "to, look into those revealing
r.1irro!'s" but to maintain his regard there, -'analysing what he sees. I t~
to get the class; into the position of a group with its own system of norms
and sanotions;and 1 try- to'getthe students/to do in the tinytempora:r:y
is'olation' of theolass situation -what the anthropologist does in his really
isolated field over a much greater length of time 01 try, to get one student
to hold up a 'mirror to another and then to ,get theDa11 examining what happens
in the class as-amioro-scioial system.
I challenge ,and get them to query
every generalisationab6ut behaviour and every 'moral judgment whioh they W.f.l,ke 
. qu'ite ruthlessly at fiJ:lst~. A ,very illumin8jting· - if dangerous - method Q.f
getting students to think about what is meant by sooialcontrol, and what is
th~ meaning of a positive and negative sanction, is to ask them to consider
seriously why they oometo ~olas-s
l eoture at all, what \vouldhappen if they
did not, why or vvhether they have any freedom in this matter, how they manage
the system if they see themselves as not having freedom, and soon. Nothing
whioh they regard as certain is allowed to go unquestioned, including the
relationship 'of students' arid, tut;or to eaoh' other.

or .

Now I don't wish you to get the idea that I practise what! believe is
called 'psyoho-od;yhamics ,or group' the:rapy; but there is something analogous
with that
perhaps, in that One makes the situation;~ whioh Malinows:k:i was
al-Waysexhorting'~'hisstud61ntsto look into"; of the_ classi'oqma.~ the sC?cial
laboratory in vJhichthe work ;ofexamining sooial relations cangQ oI').' Q:r
course, this cannot be done without benefit also of reading,attending,~ome
fODtlal lecturing, and writing in addition.
What I have found useful is to tie in olosely what one, is gJ.vJ.ng in
ieotures, in- olasBwork, and tut'oriels and ;re.,ading.: ,For example, after a
lecture to show:how some"'-eonoept, like;; ',I,the familyll, norilne~' ,lldil?ease" is
more oomplicated than seems at :,first blush, and ;is,oapable ,of different inter
pretationsin different sO'oieties,'"I get students eaqh to .re?od one of the
Spiridiers' whole-society series of small semi-pop1Jlar Llonogr~phs. Then they
, aire to try to write a ,report :onthis without usipg::teohnioal terms, to pin
point something' ,in' it which partioularly oatohes ~he fanoy as bizarre, odd or
inexplicable.
Whatover this is, does not matter;, the next exercise. j,s for
the student to try and read and think and find out for himself an eXplanation
of the s1tuatioh in whiohthis 'bizarre custom oceu,rred and any p,ossible ex
planations' he aancome upw:Lth to aocount for it.
Th.is exercise must be
carefully discussed with ,him as s'oonas possible so .as to .show where he is
rEiffiotely- on the right ·track, and where he oan be ;olearly made to -qnder:;:tand
that<hEf is ona t;naok already shGlwn to leadnowne.:t:e useful or in-f'l. dead end.
In a sense I suppos'e- 'one ,allows students to gdthrotlgh, very quickly and
under supervision,. .those·· original explanations and. Herrors n of analysis which
some of the earlier armohairtheoristsperpetrated, with the ~dvantage that
we can ilowshow not only YJhore they 'may have beenmis1;.aken, but why. we know
that they were mistaken.
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The sugar on th.e pill, so to speak, at any rate in my field, is that the
student nearly always has some personal hang-ups, about authority, or sexual
relations, or religion, or social class or what-have~you, and that these will,
without his knowing it, influence what he finds to be "bizarre" in the other
culture; and his need to solve his own perplexities, whether directly intellec
tual or not, is the motive which keeps him at it, doing the further reading,
thinking ahd writing around the subject, until he hasgotabs6rbedwith the
intellectual chase, and lost track maybe of his original question in the
enthusiasm of asking more.
What happens then is that a great potential for attitude change is
engendered, and, if the proper materials are put before the student, he is on
the road to learning how to find out for himself the things he originally
imagined the tutor would feed to him. He learns to look fo·r his own intellectual
nourishment, and also to be more tolerant of other people's tastes and habits.
(iii) Reaotion
This is the third area I said I would desoribe, the students' reaotion.
At first there is oonfusion, perhaps rage and indignation. But one warns them
about this, and holds up encouragement.
In the end, students oome to feel that
they have a new peroeption of sooial relations, whioh is going to alter all their
new learning, teaohing and sooial behaviour quite considerably.
One oan per
haps not do more in a one year oourse than to send students out of it feeling
differently about things· thEm when they first arriViSd, thinking differently 
even if not brilliantly, and behaving differently.
I have tried to desoribe what I think anthropological insight, gathered
through exploitation of a synthetio or artifioially oreated field work situation
and followed by theoretioal analysis, oan do to bring detachment and objeotivity
about one's most personal and subjeotive points of view, ·eVen for the outsider
to the subject. In a slight paraphrase of Edmund Leach's words: the anthropolo
gist oan provide "a new set of hypotheses about familiar materials" - in this
oase not just about myth, but about "the way we live now". The student oan
"look again at what he thought. was understoSJd apd b~gin to gain entirely now
insights •••• Faoed with the ohallenge of a new point of view he is able to
see the familiar in quite a different way, and to understand some~hing whioh
was previously invisible ."The student who has never boen in the field, or
before doubted the oorreotness of his ethnooentrio morality, begins to grasp
that "the order whioh.W8 peroeive in the world is something we impose upon it
and that man has ohoice to order the world in different ways." At the least,
it will be salutory for him to know that other people have ordered' it in
different ways, and that there is no one speoific way of ordering ~ good world
for us here and now.
You will notioe that although the anthropologists have always seen them
selves as working within their'ivor,y towers 'to solve problems of their own
oonoeiving, in faot the kinds of attitudes they held and the sorts of problems
they attaoked were muoh influenoed by the intelleotual atmosphere around. them.
Rationalism and relatiYomoral arroganoe dominated thought in the'19th and early
20th oenturies. In the middle of this centur,y there followed a preoocupation
with absolute objeotivity in the observation and oolleotionof faots Qy early
field workers, bent on establishing a olearly struotured'pioture of sooieties
"as they really wore" and deliberately' rejeoting oomparisons or value judgments.
This ooinoidedwith the period of retreat from colonialism.
In the last deoade or so there has been a return to generalising studies of
man's ways of struoturing his oonoeptions of reality; it aocompanies a period

of philosophio doubt about our own way of living ~nd anxiety about the
implioation of ohange .,. not now seen as always "forward and up".
For these
reasons the anthropologist has a great deal to offor the perplexed, doubting,
agnostio and alienated young today •. Wllat is mere relevant, in an ~ge of oon
fliot and fear, .of disorder and anxiety about death, than to lmow now other
people have haI).dled:,.these situations,. what solutions they have offEilred, and,
even more importantly, where,.like us, they have been baffled by failure and
tormented by the gap .petween the ideal and the aotual?
To me, a.nthropology provides the detaohment, proteotive armour, and modi
oum of hope whioh some o~hers find in politios and yet others get from
religion •.
I will end as I began with the worq.s of Tylor, the missionarytea.oher:
"Anthropplogy oan provide ~hat oarrying frame for mountaineers, whose extra _
weight more than oompensates the oonvenienoe of its holding tcgether and
balanoing the load of lmowledge." But as for the original knowledge - that
must oome from suoh as are young and are still in touoh with field researoh.
Hopefully, they will never entirely forget the praotical implioations even of
_some -of their most the orotically orientated researchors.
Rosemary Firth.
(1)

This paper is an abbreviated version of a talk given to the Friday
Seminar at OXford during the Hilary Terra, 1971.
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HOW THE CONCEPTS OF FUNCTION AND STRUGTURE WORK
This paper has two main aims.
(I) To show that; the study of
structures and the study of functions are two complementary aspects of
a single process: the establishment of a taxonomy witQin which
scientific investigations can get under way.
(2) 1;'0 prove that
functional analyses have special characteristic features appropriate
to a certain stage of investigation, and are thorefore not identical with
sooiological analysis as a whole •. Funotional o.nalyses a.re, furtherJ~lOre, teleo
logical, oontrar,y to what most functionalists ola.im~
(1) To start with, I should like to dispense quickly with a red
herring.
It is often said that functionalism in anth~opology relies
on an analogy between a society and a biological organism.
The
notion of 'function', it is said, has its primary use in connection
with parts of the body, such as the heart, the lungs, the kidneys,and
so on.
The function of these organs is to pump blood, extract oxygen
from the air, and to excrete waste fluids, all of which conduce to the
survival of the organism.
However, i believe that talk of the
function of an animal part is itself based on an analogy between
animals and machines, and the primary use of the term 'function' occurs
in connection with machine components which have been designed and
brought into existence with some purpose in mind.
It would be a long
job to defend my double analogy thesis on historical grounds.
To to
so would be partly to. trace the history of the argument from design.
I do not propose to do so here; for in any case the question of whether
functional analyses of social units are historically based on an
analogy is irrelevant to us now..
No one claims. surely" that a
functionalist must actually think of a society as an animal in order
to count as a functionalist, nor indeed that he should make any use of
the alleged analogy in the process of coming to functionalist
conclusions.
So as far as the logic of functional analysis is
concerned, if it has a logic, we may ignore the question 'of analogy.
The subject-matter of a functional analysis is only relevant here in so
far as different types of entity may impose diffe·rent methodological
constraints on us in our attempt to identify their function.
Exactly
the same considerations apply to the question whether structural
analysis in anthropology is based on an analogy with organic structure,
and whether organic structure is analogous to machine structure.
It will be obvious from this preliminary remark that I propose to deal
wi th the relation between structure and function in abstracto.
I do
not worry too much whether my examples are mechanical, biological or
oultura1,because from the cybernetical point of view the formal
relationships are identical, whatever the status of the terms of the
relations.
~y first job is to show how the study of function and the study
of structure are inextricably intertwined.
I define these terms in
the same way as the Concise Oxford.Dictionary.
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Function: activity Pfoper to anything, mode of action by which it
fulfills its purpose.
Structure: manner in which a building, or organism or other
complete whole is constructed, suppor~ing framework or whole of the
essential parts of something.
In anthropological literature there is a convenient ambiguity between
"X is a structure" and "X has a structure", which mirrors the confusion
in English over notions like 'shape', 'colour', etc.
Is a structure or
a shape or a colour an abstract particular, or is it a property of a
concrete particular?
The C.O.D. says that a structure is a manner in
which X is constructed, thus opting fox the latt~r usage.
I propose tv
ignore this distinction since anything I say in one way can be
translated into the other. '
'
It is a platitude that the things that may be said to have
functions are entitites or units of some sort.
In' other words, it is
a truth of logic that X must be something before it can do something.
Among the things which have fW;-ct'ions, an important subc'liss consists
of things which have internal structures, or'if you prefer, things
which are structures.
Not all things which have functions need to have
a stru~re,however, since-from the point of view of the investigation
in hand, a given unit may be taken to be the smallest or most basic, and
so no attempt is made to break it up into smaller parts or to analyse
its structure.
Of course, a different, more molecular inve$tigation
may he interested in doing just that, but then this new investigation
will in turn treat some other units as unanalysed.
The dichotomy
between part and whole is like a grid that can be shifted around on top
of the data, relative to our interests.
However, in using the
terminology,of 'part' and "whoie', we do presuppose that som~thing has
structure, namely the whole.
The clue to the structure of the whole
is the relations he tween its parts.
Thus, whenever we propose to
analyse the function of something when that thing is taken to be a part
of some bigger ,thing, we set out presupposing that the bigger thing has
a structure.
'Given the relativism of parts' and wholes, the whole
logical space' of, possible investigations divides itself into a
hierarchy.
At the apex is a whole which is not itself a part; at the
base are parts which are not taken to he composed of parts.
The apex
mayor may not have a function, but any unit below the apex must have a
function, in the sense that it plays 'a part in the 'wider system.
Th~
uni~s at the base mayor may not have structure t but any unit above the
base must have a structure, since it is co~posed of parts.
Thus,
every unit, except for those at the bottom and the one at the top, must
have both a structure and a function.
That is, apart from the
exceptions at the top and bottom, the·same things that have structures
have functions, and the same thin'gs that have functions have structures.

a

s

Now the question arises for any branch of science: What are the
appropriate units of study for our science?
This is the question
Durkheim asked in the first section of his essay on Montesquieu (1965).
Of course,· no science is totally in the dark about its own range of
subject-matter when it asks this question.
It must have some idea of
its external boundaries, otherwise nobody would suspect that on the tree
of knowledge it constituted a branch.
Yet it may have. but a hazy idea
of how ~ chunk up the area of reality that lies within its boundaries.
Zoology,for example, did not exist asa systematic discipline until
Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection provided a
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comprehen$ive method for defining and cla$$ifying the entities that
are its $ubject-matter.
It is a simple matter to show.~hat for any
s~t of data, there are indefinitely many ways of describing and
classifying it, so'Darwin's theory,i~ just one of a number of pos$ible
theories conipatible wi t:h the, same datal. What makes Darwin Is theory
of deScent with modification the right, theory is that it brings
systematic uni t'y to' the whole' of z~ology by means of' a hierarphical
diachronic taxonomy into which all future paleontological,
morphologic~l and embryological findings ~ill fit.
Similarly,in any
other branch 6f science, ant~ropology for instance, there wi~l bean
indefinite number of possible ways of chunking up the subject-matter
into units.
The right way, if' as I assume we can talk in terms of
there being a right way at all, is the way which brings as mlich
systematic unity as possible to the whole field.
If there were no
right way, th~n the field could not be systematised, and so could not
count as amenable to scienti£ic treatment.'
So the t9-sk fOr a
rational study of structures is always to taxonomise, to create or
discover the appropriate units of study, with an eye to introducing
system into the mass of data.
Structuralism, in particular the work
ofLevi~Strauss, seems 'to me to represent an attempt to create the
right taxonomy for anthropology.
ot course, the study of stru9tl,lres,
and the analysis of structures into component structures, just i$
taxonomy.
The point of good taxonomy is to group structures in
theoretically interesting ways, so that once it is done, we can make
generalisations and construct theories about the entities which our
taxonomy has crystallised out.
The permutation 6f elements which is
wid~ly believed to be th~ hallmark of structuralist taxonomy is in
fact characteristic of other fields as weil as linguistics and
'
anthropology.
For example, Darwin's concept of species as dynamic
entities is now understood via the concept of the gene-pool, defined
as the sum-total of genetic information in an interbreeding population.
The number of possible gene-combinations in a gene-pool greatly
exceeds the number' actually realised by the members of the species.
New generations are reshUfflings of genes~
But the new gene
combinations are always drawn from the original structural matrix of
possiblp. combinations, which defines the genetic potential of the
species.
Defining one's units of study is not just a preliminary, however,
especi~lly in subjects where the data is complex, since one must not
suppose that the units will, so to speak, fallout in advance 6f
theory-building.
Rather it is through theory-building and testing
that we successively approximate to a rational taxonomy.
This is wher~ functionalism comes in.
Let us imagine that we
find ourselves in the initial stages of carving out a science.
We
don't yet' know, in a strict sense, what are the appropriate units of
study.
We may have certain terms at our disposal, such as the term
'biological fa~ilY', but we have,reason to believe that these,terms
are not going to be able to support an edifice of systematised
knowledge of the sort that we ~ope to achieve, and so we are looking
for new units.
Useful units may not yet have words to describe them
in our language.
Our job is therefore to create taxonomic units and
to invent words for them if necessary.
The sorts of units that look
as though they will be fruitful may be abstract, because the
relationships between their parts may be more important than the
identity of their parts.
This does not bother us, as we have a handy
substantive which enables us to talk of relationships themselves 'qS

units or entities7
This substantive is 'structure'.
What, however,
are the constraints'whi~h ieg111ate our imaginative task of c;reati l1 g
new structures? ' Th~re must be some constraints; for we know ~, priori
that tpe' number ofpossibie structures that can be abstracted,ollt is
limitless.
We want to 'put forward only useful ones, ones 1;hcif'Wil1
be illuminating from the',wide' perspective of systematic antbropology
as a whole.
The main constraint, I suggest, is that the structure
distilled from the amorphous network of data, let us say data
concl':!rhing kinship phenomena, shoul~,actually 22. something interesting.
Out of the whole range of things it does, the most interesting things
will be those that pertain to its role in larger stnlcture~ of which
i t is an element.
Indeed l t s role (a ;functi.onal notion) is the main
guide to its location in the larger structures ( 'location:' being a
structural notion)~
This is, I submit, the constraint that Le,vi
Strauss was working with 'when he suggested, in hisearly'work The
Elementary Structures of Kinship,' that the, basip unit or, as he says,
'at'om' of kinship is the structure (brotl,ler , sister, father, son).
Why did he choose this instead of choosing t'he reI ationship between,
'~ay, grandfather and sister, or that between mother, father,sister,
brother, and patrilateral, parallel cousin, or any other logically
possible combination of terms?
The reason is that Levi-Strauss' unit
of kinship is, the minimum necessary to understand the avunculate, and
thus the key to understanding how kinship, systems', work.
'

As

It'is the minimum unit for logical reasons.
he.says in his
paper Structural Analysis (1958" chap. II), "In order for a kinship
structure to exist, three types of family relations must always be
present: a relation of consanguinity, a relation of affinity and a
relation of descent --'in'other words, a relation between siblings, a
relation between spouses, and a relation between parent and child."
(1958, p~ 46).
He accounts for the avunculate by showing that it is
basic, because lt is constitutive of the basic unit.
"The primitive
'and irreducible character of the basic unit of kinship, as we have
defined it, is actually the direct result of the universal presence of
an incest taboo.
This is really, saying that in human society a man
must obtain a woman from another man who gives him a daughter or'a
sister.
Thus we do not need to explain how the maternal uncle emerged
in the kinship structure.
He, does not emerge, he is, present
initially.
Indeed the presence of ,the maternal uncle is a necessary
precondition for the structure' to exist." (1958, p. 46). '
Finally, and most importantly, he explains how kinship systems
can be shown to function when we'view them as composed of the basic
unit.
"We must understand that the child is indispensable in
validating the dynamic and teleological character of theini tial step,
which establishes kinship on the basis of and through marriage.
Kinship is not astatic phenomenon: it exists only in seif
perpetuation.
'Here we are not thinking of the desire to perpetuate
the race, but rather of the fact that in most kinship'systems the '
initialdisequilibriurn produced in Qn~ generation between the group
that gives the woman and the group that receives her can be stabilised
only by counterprestations in the following generat ion,s," , (1958, p. 47).
'Thus a functional constraint is built into Levi-Strauss' choise of
(brother,sister, father, son) as his basic unit.
He recognises that
we could conceive of an analogous symmetrical structure, equaliy
simple, where ,the sexes would be reversed.
This structure, involving
a sister, her brother, brother's wife, and brother's daughter, would
, obviously satisfy the three logical constraints just as well.
But
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this theoretical possibility i~ elimirtated on empirical grdun~s,
since such a structure would be ~ncapable of performing the functiom
which he was all along bearing in mind.
As h~says ~h Les
Structures Elementaii;~sJ . '1If,th~nt ih the fin~l artalysis, marriage
with the father's sister's daughter is less fltetji.lent than th<;\t with
the· mother's brother's daughter" it is because the second' ,not only
permits but favours ,a better integration of the group, while the
first n~vei- s~cceeds in creating anything but'a precarious edi:fice."
(Needhatn, i962).
.
I thin~ we see here a paradigm of, tax,onomic reasoning,
involving, first,a substratum o£empirical information a1;;>o'i-tt the
prevalence of matrilateral cross-cousin marriage; . secon«, an
explicit statement of the logical requirements to be s<;\tis£ied, by
any putative kinship unit if it is to be capable of yielding
systemati~ation; third, a reciprocal. a<:ijustment . of s't:tuctural
possibilities to functional requirements.
My main intention is to
draw'attention to the third. 'The study of any branch of science in
the process of 'establishing a decent taxonomy reveals that decis;i.,Ons
. to adopt such and such a~' the basic unit in t;erm.sofwhich agreed
facts can be stated are regulated throughout by functional
hypotheses.
We choose what things to talk about with e.neye always
on their explanatory potentiaL
What the units at the basic level
do determines what the units at higher levels are, hence explains
why they are as they are.
The failure· of purely functibnali..~~
atternpts to explain social facts can be Viewed as partlY the result
of incorrect taxonomy.
Unless one sees the factors constraining
one's choice of appropriate units from a wide perspective, one is
sure to choose arbitrary, ephemeral and parochial units.
These will
break down under the rigic;l formal discipline of functional
explanation a la Hempel, for example, since their identity conditions,
and correspondingly the identity conditions of the systems of which
they are parts, are incapable of being fulfilled over reasonable
stretches of time.
Howe'ver, once one develops the overview of a
taxonomist, one sees that structural analysis and funcuonal analysis
are not only complementary, but also that together they exhaust the
logical space which all sociological theories occupy.
It;is not
only absurd to think of structuralism and functionalism as opposed
to each other, but it is also senseless to think of eithe~ of them
as being opposed to theories on a lower logical level, i.e. theories
defined in terms of their characteristic subject-matter, or their
characteristic methods.
(2) My second part is a proof that functional analysis is
teleological.
To do this I need to define functional analysis.
But a lot of definitions of it have been given by functionalists, all
different.
Impatient perhaps with the vagueness surrounding this
topic, Kingsley Davis (1959) suggested that functional analysis was
no different from sociological analysis as a whole, 'since· it was
concerned in a quite general way with the·inter-relations betweeh
the elements that make up society.
He proposed on these grounds
that the notion should be scrapped.
There is, I think, much·to be
said for this conclusion, but unfortunately Davis' grounds are not
correct: functional analysis is a special kind of analysis, because
a function is a special kind o~activity, as I shall show in a
minute.
It is not, therefore, identical with anthropolo~ical
analysis as a whole, but is merely an essential aspect of it, just as
structural analysis is an essential aspect of it, but not identical
with anthropology as a whole.
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Funotional analysis has be'en attacked on' all sides. Hardline positivists
say that functional explanations are'invalid'backward causal'explanations, or
that they ate unverifiable, or that they are,mereheuris-tic devices; while
Verstehen theorist's and Wittgensteinian philosophers ,arguetha t' the sorl. of
insight they, provide' into sodial' facts is not ·hie objective,scientifici sort
that most'functiona'lists take it to be.
Ii has been criticised both fdr
being meroly'oausal and for not 'being genuinely c'ausal; b6th for being linked
'with evolution~sm arid forbeiilg inoapable of explaining changes' tht-ough 'time.
In ~ spirit of friendliness, Nagel and Hempel all10ng philOSbphers',' and Merton,
Talcott Parsons, Homans and many others among sociologists, thought they
would inject funotiomi.l' €linalysis withrespectabi'J:;i.tyby tight~n:lrig it up, by
defining" its terms.' '. The pnilosphors, especially~ tJ,1ought the 'nain s01irees of
troubJe \remUn'testable te'leologfcal';assumptio~simplici
t' in .funoti9nal ascrip
tionS. •Ifonly,-they felt, -tal~ offunotions could be' enpiriOally oashed in
terms oftne'surv-ival of S oiriething , asDarw~ri had dono for s.peoies, then~he
teleology would be made mana:g'eablet ' 'Thb' :result ofthe;i.r,e.ffotts
to;formalise
!'.
.. :'
". ,_ \
it ~as pot been, a resurgence of, functional analysisLhoweve,r, beoause,Vll1at
they oall a logically properpi(:)ce of FA has to satisfy so many difficult
methodolagioal conditions that, it is practically, 1mpossibJ,.eto oarry one out.
In' any' case, the enterprise of f6:rmaI:i,sfltion was ffio1;ivatedbya muddied, .
reductionism ,among the 'philosophers or-sOiGnce, who did n9t understa~d ',~he
positive role of teleologioal l,3oritences in thE? .1:'activity
of theory 'construction.
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IIempel, in The' Logic of Funct~orial Analysis (1959).
starts by
cqrrcctly pointing out that 11,ot all the oonseq-uences of the ~~art' s ,beating
fUnctions of the heart. 1111. function ,of the heart is to ciroulate the
blood" is t:tue, whereas "A :function ,of the hoart is to produce heart~sounds"
is not' true, 'though it', is true that th,e heart does produce hoart':';sounds. The
difference lies, he says, ~n the fact that Qi~culation o~ blood is anecessar,y
oondition of the survival of th.e organism, while the ,production of beating
sounds is not. ' He' ti}.en fOJ;mulates the geperal conditions for thG, truth of a
functional' as c'ript ion, of th€ form "A fupcti~n of X.is to do FIl.. These are
(i) that X sh,ouJ,d in factdQ F, (ii) toot F should be a necessary condition
of the survival and well-being of the Whole of which X,is a part. '1lhis
genera;L Elchema, is then .applied to funotional anal,ysis' in sociology, where prob
lems imm0diately arise, over th~ term 'necessary oondition' and over the defini
tionof 'su,rvival' arid 'well-being' when preCl.icated of society as,a whole. If
the proble~ 'of funotional equivalenoe and t}le problem of defining the
'functional unityof the whole', to use Radoliffe-Brown' s terminology, CQuld be
overcom~,',the teleological connotations of the functional statement would, be
tamed by treating a sooiety as a homeostatio system, in which deViations from
the nonnal values of given sooial variables would be compensated by corres
ponding adju,st:ffients in social variables elsewhere in the system. Nagel has
set out,suoha formal model in his paper iA:Formalization of FUnctionalism'
(195'6;: pp. 247-83). ,To explain hQw.a social practice or institution per
formed it:? hypothesised function would then amount to showing that itwa's
int,errelated in, the reciprooal manner outlined. Since this 'interrelation is
an empirical matter, functional ascriptions would be subject to experimental
confirmation. Once they have accounted for functional statements in this way,
Nagel and Hempel have, they think, analysed what it means to oall a whole system
teleologioal, apd so tn-ere is no longer any sting left in theepithet.

are

Thi~ is what is oalled a reductionist approach to teleology, because it
reduces teleological ,systems, by definition, to systems incorporating nega
tive feedback mechanisms •. From one point of view it brings teleological
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systems into the realm of scientific investiga,tion. From another point of view
it completely misses what is essential about teleological language· in science.
The view you take depends on how you conceive of teleology. I believe that if
we do define it in Hempel and Nagel's way, we needlesssly rule out certain
intuitively acceptable functional ascriptions, and we fail to capture the
essential point of making functional olaims in science.
Remember that Hempel is putting forward an analysis of what functional
claims mean.. He says that "X has a function" means "X conduces to the main
tenance"""Of'"a system of Which it is pa.rt".
This is Quite a plausible hypothesis
when X stands for an internal organ of ~n animaL But it is Quite implausible
when applied to everyday too;Ls, and not vet:Y plausible when applied to social
structures ~ If Hempel were right ~ we dould not say that hammers and' screw":'
dfivers had functions, sinde they are plainly not essential f'or the survival of
a system of which they are part. The claim that they a.re essential is in ~ny
case vacuous unless Hempel oan specify what systems they are parts of. But it
is not clear in advance that a hammer is a part of any system at all. Perhaps
'function' is being used in a different sense when applied to artefacts designed
for a human purpose.
But the trouble is, these same obje9tions apply to social
phenomena. If Hempel's linguistic reoommendation caught on, we should be unable
to put forward speculative functional hypotheses like, Veblen's theory of
conspicuous consumption, where we do not wish to imply that impressing one's
neighbours is a necessary condition of survival. I:naword, the,suggested
definition is far too strict. Survival is not the only ultimate goal which
validates a funotional ascription, though it is a very important, indeed
privileged, one.
This strict legalistic conception of functional analysis commits what
called 'the fallacy of misplaced concreteness'. It ignores what is
essential about attributions of function. They are inherently free and easy, and
need to be so in order to fulfil their characteristic scientific role of
suggesting new experiments. They do this primarily by generating new data and
directing observations. Consider two scientists looking through a microscope
at some living scab tissue, one of whom knows, that the function of scab forma
tion is to facilitate the regeneration of no~al skin, while the other does not.
For both, the microscope reveals a number of cellular activities, but for the
one who does not know the point of what is going on, the movements of the
particles have no meaning.
He cannot integrate the separate events into a
single goal-directed process, and so he cannot sum them up with an overall
description. Without a functional hypothesis to regulate his observations,
he will not know which changes are significant, nor what objects in the picture
to attend to.
Sometimes, unless he can classify the entities in broadly
functional terms, he will not even know what counts as an object and what is
mere background. This illustrates tb,at one of the roles of functional language
in science is, roughly, to organise one's observations.
W1~itehead

A functional hypothesis is, according to, my definition, a hypothesis of the
form "X does F in order to achieve Gil, where G stands for a goal. The presence
of the phrase 'in order to', or 'for the sake of' marks the sentence as un
mistakably teleological.. G oan stand for anything you like, as long as, you
view it as something that must get done.
There is no need to ~ that this is
how you are viewing it, hOWBver, since your commitment to the teleological sen
tence form already indicates that you regardG as a·future state to which some
value is attached.
Thus if anyone put forward the functional hypothesis that
the function of heart-attacks is to produce Quick deaths, it would be obvious
from the fact that he was using the functional sentence from that he was
presupposing a pro-attitude towards quick deaths. Because the positive evalua
tive element is implicit in the description of some object or activity as
'functional', it is misleading to talk,as Merton does (1959, esp. Chpt. 1.)
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of the 'dysfunctions l of 'Social phenomena.
All he means by tdysfunction'
is, 'unfa.vourab1e consequence from the point of view of a wider system'. But
as I have shown, -once one has adopted one's standpoint whatever it ma;}' be,
uniess the activity of an item is being 'viewed as good or useful from that
standpoint, it is not being viewed as a function of that item at all.
That
is why we do not say ·"Thefunotion of the heart is to produce heart-sounds";
though of course we might say it if we had a physio10gioa1 theory whioh said
that heart-soUnds were useful.
Let me make this clearer.
Any functional sentenoe, e.g. "A function of
witohoraft persecutions among Navaho Indians is to lower intragroup hostility"
(K1uokhchn: 1944) oan, in my view, be transformed into a sentence with 'in
order to' or 'for the sake of' in.
Thus we get "Witchcraft persecutions among
the Navaho 'lower intragroup hostility for the sake of Gil.
In my analysis,
a new ierm G occurs which lay below the surface in the· original.
What
does it stand for? ,As far as logic is concerned,it can refer to any
future state ybulike.
The inlportant thing is its relational property of
being something that is being regarded as a goal towards which the phenomena
are teleologically directed, that is, something which stands out as a destina
tion.
The fact that we do not need to specify what it is explains why it is
left in the deep structure of the original funotional sentence.
In this
example, its foroe is already negatively encapsulated in the term 'hostility'.
Its role is to add 'emphasis to the statement that witohoraft persecutions do,
de' facto, decrease internal tensions, by suggesting that there is a pressure
of events to make sure that this gets done.
The idea that something more
than mere contingoncy is involvod manifests itself in the assertion that if
some obstacle should prevent witchcraft persecutions from performing their
postulated job, then Navahc society would overcome or bypass the obstacle,
say by thrOWing up a different practice that did the same job.
The .fact that G has some imperativeness attached to it explains why most
people who have written on this topic identify G with some biological,
psychological or sooial need ultimately cashable in tenus of individual or
group survival.
But it is wrong to do this, as a hypothetical case invented
by Sorabji (1964) illustrates.
Suppose there weman organ which only came
into operation when a person had incumble cancer, and which cut off ~ll pain
from the cancerous area.
We should not hesitate to say that doing this was
its function, even though it had no survival value.
My theo:t:y can explain
why i t is so tempting to link function with survival by definition.
The
ultiIDate validation, of any functional ascription must be a future state that
is regarded as valuable, or part of the essence of the thing manifesting the
state.
Vital needs are privileged candidates for this position because if
they were unfulfilled the system would soon cease to exist.
From the system's
point of view it is better to exist than not to exist.
Survival,maintenance
of equilibrium, adjustment to the environment etc. are privileged G's, in the
sense that without them there would no longer be a system to talk about.
But equally, there maybe another point of view from which it appears better
that a certain system should not exist.
It seems to me that an item which
seoures the self-destruction ~the system' of which it is a part may without
contradiction be said to have this job as its main £unction, and not merely as
an unwanted side-effeot of some other function.
The only requirement for so
viewing it is that there should be a perspective or a theory in which this
case of auto-destruction is right and proper.
But not all funotional hypotheses are equally useful.
What are the con
straints on theoretical perspectives within which a given activity may be
viewed as funotional,apart from the rook-bottom empirical constraint that the
item :,shouldin fact perform the aCtivity which is being presented as one of its
functions?
The main oonstraint is the same general taxonomic censideration
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which :regulates structural hypothes<3s, namely that the fumrtional ascription
should lead to systematisation of a wide field' of 'data.
Ideally, the
function wo assign to an item in a larger whole should fit in to a hierarchical
organisation,!o.£: t'q.I,1c:tiqns •.,Onoe,agail1 .we seowhy survival-:vaJ,ue :has a
privileged pos;i.t.ipn·alJl()ng:possibl~funotions; .it un;i.fi~sa m~ss of disparate
functions by organiiiIhg: ~hem ~nt.Q· a.hierarohyo{ w~ich su~iY~l ~s the .apex.
But there may 'be more·tna-.n one'hiei'arcnY ariq.,mpre than one apex ... ,Anthropo
logioal taxonomis.ts. have. wide~open·t:i,aidwh~re'they oan qonstruo(:alterna
tives.
In the$~ ci:rcumsti3.nqes; .themol;.'efun,.c:t;i,.ona,l hypotheses we.. oap oonooot
the better, so,,)opg Sf! we9~ar.it in miI,1~ ~h?t ipgepuitymust even~ual~y''meet
the harsh doman~s of systematics, Le. siIl,lpliQ.ity; "col1sistenoy J: cpherenoe.
To quote from Levi-Strauss r s essay 'Sooial Structure' (1958 : 280): "Though
many models may b,Ei,us~das 9.onvenientd~vices ,todes9rib\3 .and explainthe.
phenomena,: it· is" opvious ,th~tt.hebest moo.el" Wi.11' always be that, wh,ich, is ~,
that is, the. simplest ppssible modeJ .which,whi±E;l be·ing derived excl1;lsively, from
the faots under oons.idaration, also ma~es it PQl3sible to account for'all of
them.
There,fore,·the. first task is toascertain',whatthose faots are."

a

To sum up. I havet:i:'ied to prove two points •
First; structural
hypotheses are regulated by hunches about possible funotions; and functional
hypotheses aretai10i'ed' t;o oui' choioe ,'of structuralunits.. Rational taxonomy
proceeds by the mu't'tialadjustment· of function and ,structure, and provides the
framework within 'which part'icular anthropol,)gioa1, theories can oe stated and
tested..
Second/'funoti0nal hypotheses a:re>teleological ways of looking at '
things.
They have an enipiricalaspect, b~bause "A funotion of Xis to do F"
Cannot be tiUe unless' X does do 'F~ , But they also have a non-err,pirioal aspect,
sinoe the goal-direotedness we: impute to X is pixijec'ted 'on to it rather than
discovered in it by examination. 'The main 'pOint of describing the facts by
means of a teleologica.l sentenoe,' whichassertsinore th~n is strictly
warranted by the fa,cts, is that eaoh functional ascription represents a mini
theo:ry that' can generate neW obse~a.tions and sugges'i new ave'nues'of ,re,s~arch.
Most will1:;>e '·knocke.a, down, but sbinewill stand provided they are: 'oapable'of.
fitting into.a sys't8T{latis'edbody, of knowledg~. ~e ohes ,tJ;1~tpass thrOugh the
filter will be ,onest:nat ascribe' funqtions to genu,ine stru<:Jtural units rather '
thun arbitrary units. , ' As 'the' syst,el1l grOW;:;l' and' thE? right strucrttir,es, get "
'
orystallised out, the functional ascriptions become inoreasingly entrenohed
until thert? ,oeases to be any point ,in saying that they a~· not objective. Like
the se:p,t~nce "The funotion ,of the:;8ye is to see"," they tura into :tautologies,
as performa.n,oe ".of. thefunotivn is s€fento ,beconstitutiv,eqftb.eid,<mtJ..ty 6'£ , "
the structu.j;e'_ ""
'
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In a recent issue of JASO; T.C. Weiakel has given us a cautionary
tale about racism and' boundary maintenance in a style of discourse
that" can trace a respectable history' from Herodqtus to Rousseau and
his latterday sympathiserso While the conclusion of Weiskel'a ,
exercise might be better received in a Theosophical publication,
its appearance in a Journal concerned with social anthropology as
she is spoken at Oxford requires that his argument be examined for
more than its obviously laudable proscriptio~so .
Now, my reference to authors,;ancient and modern, was to show a
tendency present in the "travellers' tales U of Europe, 'but which is not
unknown in reports of foreign peoples, by those outside Europe' that of
using a foreign culture as material for a parable for twiting aspects of
one's own culture which one deems as, undesirable
(see'den Hollander,
Thrupp). Whether or not one's representation of the foreign culture
is accurate is unimportant so long as the critical homily is conveyed.
0

,

Let QS look atWeiskel's argument in brief it consists of,four
major parts.. First, all cultures constr,u,ct arti,ficial boundary systems
(40 l). Second, ''The ecological niche which, is implied by swidden
'
agricult,wre ' an be seen, then, to give rise to a sy~tem o( conCleptual
bounding which diffeI'entiates •• " i,t from that of hunting and gathering
c~ltures (44). Third; racism is a funct~o,n of this new nature/culture
dichotomy (45). ,Lastly, this gives rise to a feeling that,r~as w,ith the
physical environment~ onels only proper relationship towards those who are
outside is one of conquest ~d sUbjugatiort.~•• "(45).'
,', ',' ,
His Ilb,eroes", are Turnbull's NaturvQJ¥l the MaMbuti, and lie sets them
off against theif ag~essive neighbb,ursi the Bantus~ Perhaps unknowingly
drawing 'his inspirat'ion from this 19th century German romantic concept
of 'natl.lI'e',s chitdr~n' "he p:roceeds td sho'w uS howtliey live in harmony
with their econiohe, Whereas those who exploit the land (the Bantu'
swidden agricuftq:t'alists)aI'e in const~t ooriflict with it. '
Then, bistale takes a sudde,n lurch, as the Na.turvolk jein up with
another Romantic ide~ (appI'apriately Fre~ch, though not ~own elsew~ere)
- the contented ruSt1C and the pastoral. Rather than be1nghappy MeX1can
peasants (a la Redfield), we are given Indian villagers whoseconflictless
(apparently!) lives are rules by Dharma (46-7). We are told that lacking
an exploi tation ~uld. "In the realm of social relations sedentary
agriculturalists mediate the inside/outside dilemma through systems
of ritualised hierarchy" (47)0 On the "other side", we still have
"systematic predatoI'Y expansion", but, this, time performed by Euro
americans.

----

so highlY--i.n-other'l?arls .of·the samB~iss~eJforce'him l:nt&,'a_y;e:rtainkind of
tidiness and oons.:;Lsten6y • He cannot, for exampl~,PQstula.:l;e- as he does
"••• a society in which n'atui.'e and culture are not'opposbd.'..•l ' (47) since this,
.' if nothing else , is thevory pasis of 'the ,teohnique;as' handed down by the
Master in La Pensee Sauvage and in' the MY;thologigu8s . A s this consistency
of the' dinleetic4, requires "that 'rigiclity be maintained,· in parad:i,gm;3, we are
inevitably led to his second problem~
If sedenta:r::Y. agriculturali'st,s with
an orientation to the wh'ole require a hierarchy to lnediarte'their 'oa:t'~go:des of
inside/outside, does ,this mean that if Euro-amerioans adopt an ecological
point of vi~w, they must perforoe also aooept its attendant hierarohy? This
is the logicaloutoome of his reasoning, though, I doubt, if he would really
aooopt this as part of his " ••• fundamental overhauling of Western oate
gories of self-understanding1! (50).5
Howevo~, the first part of his disoussion, largely based upon Mary
Douglas (i966) is very interesting and one would like to see Weiskel take
his development of a we/they opposition out of the "inside/outside dilemma l1
further and, . instead, make, some oomments a.bout what I feel to be the universal
existenoe of the human sentiment of, inolusion/exolusion.6
Does there exist
a peoplo who do not have a group against whom they' exhibit p~ejudioe? The
author's Indian peasents formulate their suspioions of inferiority
- Srinivas', Coorgs (see 1952) - against tribal groups, as well as speakers of
the other of India's many major languages~ His MaMbuti enjoy playing olever
tricks upon their Bantu "masters", and generally hold them in low esteem.
We have data showing that when a human group "lacks '1 suoh an "outside group",
they may even "invent"cirto.
DeVos and Wagatsuma indioate how, vfith the de
oline in numbers of Ainu and this group's relative gGographioalisohtion,
an "invisible raoe" or Eta bears the brunt of. much 'of'Japan~se prejudioe
(1967).
The Basques, not oontent with disoriminating in their. tcraditional
legal oo.de (foras') against the. usual Iberian outsiders, gypsies and Jews,
. have theicrovm invisible11raoe" of agot~~ who, in their sinister manner, exist
alongside Eskualduna and are thought to be behind any number of misf0rtunes
enpQuntored' by the Basques in their land.

As I havG indioated above, these sentiments run very ,deep and are by no
means restrioted to what histOrians have dubbed, "The Age of DisO'overy".
Aftor the conquest of 1,1exioG, Bernardo de SahagUn had to argue to his
eoole,siastio superiors that the Indians of Mexioo were members of the human
race 'Sl' that they would not have them slaughtered simply as an inoonvenient
breed of indigenous post.
And, just over a hundred' years ago, rtJ.~mbors of
what is today the, Royal Anthropologioal Institute 'we.redebating whether or
·not Afrioan: Blaoks were human or rl9t.
Partly through the E?.fforts of anthro
pologists, most people (though not ·aUt) now aooept that human be.ings from
national states other than. their own are, in faot, members of the sarno ani~mal
.speoies.

But, anthrop()iogists. themsel~~s have also., been guilty of :this oommon
ingroup!outgroup prejudipebye.levat.;i_ng ~liei::r >0"o/D EU.:t6-ameri9an folk oate
gories -to the level ofsoien~if~~ jqeoi.y"w~e11,:theyhavespoken about
"prirriitives"J':On;Ly reQently has,.o11.::r s-qbjEfet been able t.Q snake itself free
'of' this, long cheris,h~d b~lief,·o.t.divrding"the);lOrld into "oivilizod" and
"p:t'ililitive lt 'peoples:. 'weisk~l;Ls, ant'llytioa,;L' "~te,mplate~f, if you will, makes
· oonsoious referenoe..to thi,B' spurious ~·divis·ion and 'this is unfo;rtu.n.ate. It
obfuscates thi:l issue with ;whioh 11,e.80 abl;v begins to t.\rappl~.
~,.:

.

,

,

.

. ,In oontmdisi;inctiontq ;Weisk~l" I would like to sugge$t in this brief
· note. that. only; when we" are able:;t;o understa.l1d the ubig1iity ,of prejudioe (often
oouohed in· terms .0£ a ooncept of "raoe", fiotive or othenvise) oan we then
make const~'"'uotive suggestions as anthropOlogists and as oitizE?ns for oblitera
ting this sentiment from Euro-american as well as other sooieties (for example,
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:Bangle. Dash, N.o.e.oria., South Amerioa·feto,)

The onl;y difficulty, of o{.)ura~, with the slow meth~d. I adyooata is that
the peoples against whom prejudioo ,113 .d:i.reoted may not'be willing to wait for
our efforts to bear f:1."Uit and deoide through :t'Gvolutiol1 to follow, thel.r own
oourses of Rotton •. ' We:Lakel' a in:1;tial joining of our soi.enoe vt:l"th eoology
is aposito he:re too, :for \i'd must hope that nat'Q.;rG 'itsolf. does. not "deoide"
to rebel against teQhnolcgiosl manfsp~judioe, disorimination and axploita
tionl
.
,
Grant MoCall.

l..

Ha.:rd¥ (1958) reoo1"ds the reaotions of an early Moslem t:mveller to his
voyage from India to England.

2.

R(iJ),lf.uul (:~.969) notes how the sedente,xy Fu.r farmers oaf~t an envious eye
on the aeami11g freedom. of ·tho Bugge.mnomadS who ahara a oontiguouB
eooniohe. See a1ao sto~ 1965.

3.

In aome ~rs, this is analogous to the Viotorian historians' dEH1 orlption
of the 1Vddd1t~ AgefJ :t.n Europa as a 'd.ream of ordex' in the Bo'~ial ohaos
of the 19th o~lrd;'tllY (GhandlElr: 1970).
In 9. f'utu.l."e issue of this
journal I hope '~(J be a.l}le to publiah an altor.t'.U\tive, non..;,hiemrohymodel
for villaga India baaed upon the usa of Dharma as Douglas's oonoept ot
order, with purity 'end pollution baing reriJei.;?"d e.a aooial order and
sooial disorder. My modol, however, \vil1 be founded upon the rlotion of
oonfliot as oentml to. my trr.naaotional analysis.

4..

The dialsotiois bS%Jed, of oo'U.:rsa t upon de Saussuro who never :Intended
tho oategor:i.es to be ~n:;;erpreted with suoh :t'igidity (see Barthasz 1967).

5.

The idea of hierarohy a.nd stxa,tifioation (whether sooial or
l! ideological", f,l,S in LOllta Dwnont t a case) is (ll{)tJt ohamoter!stioal1.y
Euro-amo:do!:m and it is on1¥ sinoe the overwhelming :British influenoe on
Ind:ta in '~ha 19th OO[.itUX,l (refomulatir::Jn of Hindu law I the r..eriodio oensus
repox..ts, etas) that. the notionhs.s oome to have even partial meaning at
tho village If;nrel in India
The "inoor.:siatenoies tl :in the hiemrcl'.,y model
hAve been l1.Qted f.:requm'd;lyby :researoh.exa from Sl."'inivs.s to Mayer
It.

(SE+eYa..lInf.m: 1969)..
6.

.

.,

I Bu.ppose tha.t the couttaquenca '0£ Haelas's highly derivative review
("Tm:l.sionu and Ononmsttaa li , in JASO; 'vol. II, No. I) in this regard
would be for this sort of teak to be taken. overby ei thGr a genetiolst or
. by ona of hj.s "irridasoen-l:;II, metamo:tphosized anthropologists.· This ex
tension of l1ealas'a a.rgument takes on M absurd look uu.·gely ·beoaus9 of
his fgilure (along vdth tha.t of his mentors) to :t~~aliao that anthropo
logy haa :always been oharaotariaad by aoleotioism and aexendipity: that
is, :the' 811b,jeot, insofar e.s!t 'roSy be' said to be BO beyond the ,degree .
sUlge furitspmoti.tione:ca, ha.a always bae:nbeat oharaoterised by a
.nonae.tive view - i~e. "Anthropology is what anthropologists do" (sea my
note t'clur, MQ('..e,ll: 1970).
Prosorlpti.ona, suoh as those offered by
l!eclas, a:t'e.bast left toth,e individual to aorl out, with respeot to the
. parliQUlar problems with which he isoonoerned.Eaoh anthropologist
should probably have (ana often does haw) his own views as to what the
proper methods and goals of the disoipline ought to be.
Equally, eaoh
shou.ldfeel free to verbalize these ideas for oonlparlsonwith those of
.hi8 oolleaguee~ However, to predict that anthropology will perich
should one's indiVidual oJ.'ientation l1()t be followed is 'tUlr681istio in the
l:18ht of the hiato:r;:y ofiha' field..
Hopefully, the antb.:r.opolcgist' a
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"point of view" , as Kroeber characterized the essence of anthropology,
will never find itself limited to the strictures of either a formalistic
or a ,functionalist (as well as future alternatiVes) nature.' Barnes
,(1969) has some relevant comments in this regard. The different
approaches each have their uses - e.g. Orenstein - and to deny choice,
if indeed it may be done in any meaningful way" is tantamount to proposing
something like a Lord Longford committee for anthropologyt
.

/ / . - - ..~

.

.

This subject has received att~ntion in JASd on previous occasions in
artioles by James and Lyons (VoL 1, No.2) and comprehensive reviews on
the problem exist in Hsu and Montagu.
From the standpoint of Euro
americans, some authors have traoed the "civilized/primitive" and
Il wes tern/eastem" dichotomies
back to the Greek distinction between
themselves and the Persians (Iyer: 1965 : 12-19).
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Rooert A:r;drey' s "THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

~; Robert Ardreyi!;> new oook,The Social ContJ;'act (Collins, London
1970) is .a collection of animal ,stories ,loosely bound together by a
common ideology. ' This ideology is a curious one and it is also
IIke+y to be the"'most influential aspect of this book.
Ardrey is
're~d widely.
Ip recent years a certain k.ind of popular anthropology
has been virtually the only material of its sort to reach the general
public; it is based on the proposition that man is 'less far removed
from his anImal ,relatives than has been commonly supposed.
Ardrey is
one major exponent of this' point' of view; ,Konrad Lorenz and Desmond
Morris a~e others.
But ArdreY's approach is more polemical than that
of Lorenz and Morris; he is explicitly supporting a number of ideas
based on the fundamental principle that man possibly faces evolutionary
disaster if'he cannot find ways to live in accord with his innate
bioiogicalheritage.
Ard:r:ey finds that'the increasing complexity of
industrial society is warping human behaviour in such a manner that
fundamental human drives are contradicted or given little chance for
expression.
It is this attitude toward society which led Ardrey to
dedicate his book to Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
Ardrey is in fundamental sympathy wit~ Rousseau's arcadian
utopianism although he cannot accept Rousseau's belief that there was
a time before the social contract brought natural man into the
restrictive oroit of unnatural society.
Ardrey maintains that society
is the natural condition of man and that the basic conditions for
;¢ciety are written into. human genes.
He therefore s~eks to define
the natural condition of man by reference to the natural conditions of
society; and he does so mainly through an examination of the nature of
non-human societies especially those of the other pr~mates.
What he
finds leads him to condemn characteristic features of modern society
found in both 'capit~listic'or 'socialist' countries.
This book is wri tt12n by an Amer.icanand mainly for Americans J but
its basic message is likely to have a far wider appeal; if only for
this reason I think: his book 'worth a detailed review.
It is
ul timately based on an antique stratum in western political ,thought J
one which maY be finding ,an unusual new form in m.odern North America.
This is difficult tocharacterize since i t is generally not a system
of ideas cons~stently expressed or cotlsistentlY adhered to.
Its
closest well-known relatio~ ,appears to be the political thought of
Thomas Jefferson.
But at first it seems that this or its consequences
is what ArdJ;'ey is most dead set against.
The first sentence of The Social Contract is deliberately
provocative: "A society is a group o:f unequal beings organized to meet
common needs.,,(3} By 'unequal' Ardrey means genetically unequal.
He
is thus not against Jefferson's thought ass,uch.Jefferson' s
propositions were largely ~thical in intent: that all men should be
regar~ as equal and given opportunities as though this were in fact
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the case.
What Ardrey is against is the supposed modern liberal
view that all men are equal in potentiality and that usually this
pbtentiality is blocked only by adverse external circumstances.
He
maintains that this idea is wrong, pernicious, and an affront to
biological knowledge.
Ardrey is in search of the innate background
to human behaviour and therefore attacks those who support theories
of environmental or social deterninism; so, in his early pages, he
attacks cultural anthropology, sociology, andbehavi0urist psychology
in the forms of Sol .Tax and Melville Herskovits, Durkheim, and B.F.
Skinner respectively; on his own side h~ count~ Noam Chomsky (1),
several psychoanalysts, and, led by Lorenz, alar9,e' selection of'
ethologists~
Cux:iouslythe only support h~ musters amoh9anthi:o~
pologistsisfrom'Claude Levi-strauss wh<;> sbmewhere sugge'sts that a
desire for prJst1ge is somehow innately d~termined~
his pursuit
of the innate Ardrey examinescmd$cic!es infay(luir for' the exister1ce
of:, racial'psychological differences (inteliigence inciuded;'he
does however find that blacks are fine athl~ies); the n~tura,.i , .
subservience of women (given the chance, wom~n will vote for men);
a tendency to follow the leader once a true 'leader has emerged; 'a
tendency to striveaga:Lnst obstacles ~ " a re,al or synibolically
trans:fo:hned territoriality, i.e., self~definitiOJ)' throu9h exterior
symbols such as money and, of course, t~rri'tory itself; ,and, in
connection'with this last, a natural xendpl1dbia -fear and:hat~ed of
the stranger.
Virtually all of these conclusions' ate 'based OJl
observation of the ,societies of the higher animals and on analogous
commonsense observations on man .'
twill devote little attenti.o~.
here to Ardrey's animal eV1Cience though it takes upthe,majority'pf
his book and though it is essential iIi giving his argument its
"
surface plausibility.
It is human society which is Ardrey's main
concern, and it shall be mine as well ~
", ,

In

Ardrey's argument is analogical. through~ut, and though' Atdrey
SaYs on occasion that one cannot reasonably argue from animals to man,
he' systematically ignores his own advice; a similarity noted
between animal and human beha.viour is 'taken as proof'of the innate
background for this behaviour in man.
Ardrey'only infrequently has
detailed references to the'nature of man in society and this
re,ferenee is; usually anecdotal in hat~re.
'
He refers to a number'of innate needs which he believes exist in
man and which account :for the nature of human socie.ty; but most of
his examples 'are taken from animal behaviour studies.
There is a
rt . . . . triad of innate needs ,commoh,••• ~ •• to men and all higher an!fuals.
There is identity as opposed to anonymity; there is stimulation as
opposed to boredom; there' is secu:d ty as' opposed to anxiety • i, '( 168)
Men 'na'turally' find identify through groups and their symbolic ,
representations,though Ardrey is not specific, about the kinds of
groups that will serve.
For him the family has no final validity;
he finds1;hat functionless groups are not cohesive and thatin our
time thef'amily is largely being replaced by the peer group.
The drive for stimulation is the most clearly established of
Ardrey's triad.
Observations of infant behaviour and studies of the
results of sensory deprivation clearly show what ~ppears to be an
innate demand for exterior stimulation.
Ardrey relates this drive
to the :factor o f ' aggression', a term which he takes over in its ",
technical sense from psychoanalysis.
This is its manifestation in
action:
' '
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"We seek self-fulfillment.
Within the limits and
the directions of our individual genetic endowment
we seek such a state of satisfaction as will inform
us as to why we were born.
We have no true choice.
The force that presses us is as large as all vital
processes, and were it not so, life would return to
the swamp.
If there is hope for men, it is because
we are animals.
This is the aggressiveness that
many would deny.n(257)
Though "self-fulfillment" is somewhat vague what he seems to
mean by it is 'meaningful identify with pi:lrpqseful group activity'.
Ardrey does not he;e take" 'ag~ressioh' "tb signify a tendency tdwardc
physical violence.
But in his first book, African Genesis, he
traces man's descent from a carnivorous, weapon-using half-man and
clearly indicates his feelings about our ancestry by his referring
evocatively to this being (an australopithecine) as "Cain lt •
Ardrey's preference is generally weighted toward a belief in an
iqherent violent streak in man and elsewhere in The Social Contract
states that: ItWhat we have in our genetic endowment is the
rejection of strangers and probably the propensity for violence.
These have not been abolished."(277)
The last of his triad of drives, security, is also considered
by him to be the least powerful.
Men will seek identity and
stimulation before security; security is however rather more
important to women.
It is the case with most social vertebrate
species and 'therefore' it is the case with man.
One of Ardrey's other main concerns, territoriality, is closely
related to the factor of identity.
Territoriality is seen to
p~oduce in man phenomena such as 'personal space','s small domain
which moves around with one and within which one disli~es to admit
others.
Territoriality also produces identifications with symbolic
oqtside objects, as Ardrey puts it 'conventional objects
cqnventionally competed for,' e.g. property: " ••• a cultural
institution, such as grivate property, which accords with natural
law rarely fails."(21 )
The above drives are the main constituting forces of human social
life.
But the external environment also has its long-term demands
and these demands are what Ardrey takes to have been responsible for
the evolutionary appearance of the basic drives in the first place.
A ,changing world demands changing capacities in the individuals which
must deal with it.
It was for this purpose that sex came into being
and eventually, in social species, a range of instinctive behaviours
to deal with the problems of sex.
Sexual reproduction is a means
for the rapid spread of mutations, mutations which may be of value
to species or local group survival.
The following statement
indicates Ardrey's evaluation of the importance of the individual in
this process and also, it seems, his general ethical evaluation of
the value of the individual per se:
"Variation: the variant individual who makes little
sense in today's climate, but who may save us in
tomorrowts; diverse isolates, spreading the risks
of total population committment, the recessive gene,
hidden here, hidden there, waiting for new
environments to perform the selective alchemy of
transmuting dross into shining metals. II (54)
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But he argues that it is the case in social populatfons
that
.
selection must be of value to the group generally.
For example,
individuals may come into possession of behaviour patterns
detrimental to their personal survival but of advantage to the group
as a whole.
Thus male baboons will attack a leopard while the
reproductively more valuable females make their escape.
,

In social species there will also be rank ordering 'because an
ordered group is a more viable entity than an auarchic group.
This,
says Ardrey, generally will be arrived at by competition, but it must
be assured at the same time that competition does not harm the society
at large; many species get by this through competing 'for
conventional objects by conventional means;'
hence the war of all
against all is cwoidedand bloody intra-group struggle uncommon.
Arid these conventional objects and conventional means are'genetically
encoded.
Various devices may ensure that subordinate males accept
their subordination; ArdreY notes that the subordinate males or some
species may be subject to tpsychological castration' simply as a
r~sult of their subordinate status; ,
. Ardrey sees socie~y as a balance between necessary order and
necessary disorder;
disorder is necessary so that individuals with
the necessary traits under the circumstances may rise to the top, and
order so that they do not destroy society in doing so.
A proper
balance between these two forces helps ensure the long-range genetic
heal th of the population.
But man does not always allow his
societies to adopt the best form from a genetic standpoint:
"Animal justice LLe., full equality of opportunity was
perhaps the first natural law that civilized man began
systematically to violate.
Advantages or birth offer
no guarantee of genetic superiority.
Restrictions' of
caste, of class, of occupation, of poverty distort,or
suppress the phEmotypic' flowering of genetic endoWment
in the maturing individual.
But the accideht of the
night L;e~/; in '~ll its rich, random resource, became .
There have been revolutions,
. in man socially abOrted.
it is true.
But human history has far more frequently'
witnessed the decline or empires, the vanishment of
kingdoms, the dis,appearance of people!] genetically
exhausted through order's injustice. n \45)
Unfortunately .Ardrey gives no evidence whatever for this last
proposi tion.· .Apparently he is saying thnt the character of a
population may ,alter for the'! worse (toward unadaptability) by an
interference with gene flow throughout the population and the
consequent less rapid distr1bution of valuable genetic traits.
Since
Ardrey dOes 'not indicate what groups he has in mind it is difficult to
see exactly what he believes genetic stagnation to consist of.
Only
in small, . highly interbred populations do any deli,terious genes
become common enough to be an observable menace to general weil-being.
However there are several means by which society could wittingly or
unwittingly influence the direction of ,its evolution.
Sex\lal
selection is one example;
an ideal of male or female beauty may
influence who has how many offspring.
This is a classical Darwinian
mechanism used to explain the apparently unviable absurdities oj
creatures such as the male peacock.
!! specific psychological
characteristics are genetically influenced .or determined then the same

~
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me~hanism could alter a gene pool in a certain direction thus

affecting 'racial psychology'.
Ardrey definitely believes that this
can happen in human populations and that in fact it has happened and
happened often.
But he is never explicit about how it comes about
in practice and never points to an actual population in which it is
observably at work.
The following statement, combined with his
unverified assertions about genetic stagnation in unspecified
populations, is his way of 'proving' his point:
"The overwh<?lming environmental change which
independence /cultural isolation and consequent
p~rtial breeding isolation! has introduced provides
overwhelming disproof for the acceptance of
cuI tural relativism.
Some populations, such a's ,the
Kikuyu in Kenya and the Ibo in . Nigeria, have
containe,d superb potentiality for change.
There
were fit for tomorrow •.•••. But some populations have
so far demonstrated little or no such potentiality."(58)
Now, it is possible though not, particularly parsimonious to
for findings such as these by reference to genetic traits;
but note well that Ardrey has not established their existence.
Note also that his 'overwhelming' disproof of cultural relativism is
neither overwhelming nor a disproof;
it is assertion pure and simple.
Something which.could~ ·just possibly, beat least' partially true is
·p~esented as though it were incontrovertibly true.
His disproof of
'relativism' cannot be a disproqf since here, as elsewhere, he does
not give an example of a cultural explanation with which he could
juxtapose his own explanations.
To argue with something it is
necessary to state clearly what one is arguing with.
a~count

It is well known that Kikuyu and Ibo are exceptionally active
in trade and politics; an explanation of these patterns of
behaviour, is available from sociology, cultural anthropology, and
social psychology.
Since Ardrey does not point to any trait save
success which could have something to do with genes, and since even
this is debatable on genetic grounds alone, it would appear that his
case is almost entirely trivial.
Unless he can show that the traits
in question are somehow genetically determined; unless he can
demonstrate from thp actual pattern of preferential marriage and
natural or social selection that it is at least possible that the
quality of Kikuyu and Ibo life can be due to genetic factors, then
Ardrey's case is irrelevant.
It is possible, at least in
principle,to demonstrate that a given population may be biased toward
selection of a certain trait;
if sexual selection were at work,
which in African societies it generally is not, then a certain trait
could conceivably be selected for.
If it is the case that men with
a greater degree of some genetically determined psychological quality
somehow leave more children or at least make it possible for others
who carry this trait to leave more offspring, then again it is
possible that a given trait may be selected for.
Ardrey does not
do any of this, and I have to say that his assertions are empty and
even dangerous.
,
Ardrey believes that the Kikuyu and Ibo represent processes.
which may be going on in society everywhere; the contrary case, that
there can be unfavourable selection and genetic stagnation, is meant
in a universal sense as well.
Is it also meant to apply to modern
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societies?
Apparently so; Ardrey's main fear seems to be conformity,
and it is his beliefthat,traits such as 'conformity' may be selected
for or against genetically.
We have seen what he say~ about the evil
effects of social institutions which get in the way of gene flow.
Elsewhere he says:
"A population must achieve a f~ir d~gree, of adaptation
to its environment if it is to survive in th~ present.
And if fitness for today were the sole criterion, then
cultural relativism would be theoretically sound.
But
adaptation can be too perfect.
When selection for
conformity has pe~sisted through a sufficient number of
generations, all may seem well; yet reduction of variants
will have affected the pbpulation' s gene pool and reduced
its prospects of survival t9motrow~
Either variatibI'). so
wild as to render future survival dubious, or confotmtty
so narrow as to endanger the fJture, beco~es the chaiacter
of a genetically inferior population."(55)
Conformity is a bad thing; wild nonconformity is a bad thing.
It is possible for a population to select for one aspect of life or
another; any genetically isolated population has the capacity to do
so.
Therefore Ardrey's implication is that this may happen within
the various functional and cultural sub-groups of western society, at
least in so far as they are isolated from the others.
How conformity
as such may be selected for genetically is beyond me;
I have already
illustrated the difficulties of applying such reasoning to a specific
society (Kikuyu and Ibo).
Still Ardrey seems to believe that it is
possible that such selective pressures,partlcularly those for
'conformity', may operate in western society b~cause of the necessity
for men to conform to institutions which demand uniformity.
How it
could happen I do not know; any effective argument along these lines
would involve digging up Lamarckian genetics again, and this Ardrey
c~nnot do.
But if conformity is somehow established in our genes,
the results may be these:
" ••• we pray •••••• in our industrial organizations, on
our collective farms, in our churchly councils, in our
processes of government, in our relations between
states, in our righteous demands for world government,
in our most seemly prayers that someday we shall all
be the same. ( ••• )
As life is larger than man, so is
life wiser than we are.
As evolution,has made us
possible, so will evolution sit in final judgment.
As
natural selection declared us in, so natural selection,
should our hubris overcome us, will declare us out. 1I (307)
I think he is possibly more concerned that an egalitarian
totalitarianism will somehow take over the selective process itself
than that selection will take place in a more random fashion; this
however is quite unclear.
The Ibo and Kikuyu example is not the only one that Ardrey uses
to justify his claims about psychological differences between
populations.
His prime example is derived from statistical surveys
of I.Q. test results made in the United States; here Ardrey is on
slightly firmer ground if only for the reason that much work has in
fact been done in this 'area.
I am scarcely a. specialist in I ~Q.
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testing, but it is the ~ase that this is, an intensely debatable .~rea
both',forpoli,tical and for,.m~thodological reasons.
I do no't intend
. to review the entire na,t~re.."nurtUl;,e controversy; , "l; wi.!l simply point
out what Ardrey, ha·sdone with the data as it· stancls.. He has
.declare.d.that intelligence i.s relate<:ito rc}cial heJ;;ectity; blacks are
statis:ticallyinferiQr to whi,tes inth.,ei,:r ab:Uit,y t.o., iIllanipu:L.ate ',the
kinds of fac:ts. and proCesses, testad1'>y I.Q ~ test,s .)and ~his, difierence
is genetically based.
Of course it is true that the statistical
evidenCe does exist; it is':i,ts meaning whic;h is .in question.
Most
'sociological' and' psychqlo.gica:l;sta,ti!;litics sutfer from a ftindarnental
problem which ;makes them verYj'dj.,f:lfictJ1:t ;to interpret j .' wh.qt~ver .
uniformities appear in them ;tend,tq beoverdete~mineqJ caused by
several fact.ors. rather than just.one. . The <;Q1?:troyer'sy >;>Ver.,I .Q.
testing is greatly cyrnpliGated·by t.4~skind9£' problemj,class '
differences must be evened ouf ,"cul tuial differences taken account
ot',,;motivational aspectsp$ th~ testing prOc,ess ;itse1f analyzed, etc.,
etc.I.cannotsettle this argum.en:t;it ~ti.ll g()eS on ~n the
journals. and elsewhere. . B~t I will say;tpat Ardrey has pret.ty well
ignored these complexities; his conclusion lacks ifoJ:ce.for this
reason.·I~Q. tests.rateculturID~boundabilities w{thwhich not all
persons even in the same ge~eral culturG are aqually'fam:Uiar. .
Until, i t,;is certain :that s;tatistical diife:r;ences. in"r.'Q ... resul ts are
not due to. differences (for excu,uple) i n child rearing and t.o
.
differences in general cuI turCl,l. backgr~)und then, genetic.· argwnents
seem a waste of time.
I might say that child-rearing in particular
has a profqund ef:fect on the Ij.n:telligence' of children; this effect
can be dramatic, as, witness' the by now numerous s:tud,ies made on
children deprived of 'maternal care. in early: childhood.
I am. not
try,lng t,o make a r:adic.al claim for social, det,?rminism jlarn simply
stating that in'pro:ven fact culture does influence the potentiality
and the. content of learning to a very gr~at degree and, most likely,
usually to a"greaterr absolute degree thanmos1; gen~t~c differences
between individuals.
.
I

'The: fact·that· Ardrey in generaldo¢s, not, ,cite' allY clear evidence
for his case will ,not be noted by. thcgene:ral public; ,and I suspect
that some parts of his book will be. S,eized upon: wi~h glee: in sone
quarters£or reasons·which are not exactly motivated by s,cientific
objectivity.
Much of 'all three.of Ard:(ey' sbooksgive a :ki:nd of
covert, support ·to certa·in ide,ologicalbiases j Ardrey kno,ws f~ll well
that he is open to the charge of racism btltdisclaims-r.espotlsibility
by invoking pure scientific'curiositya~dibyacct1sing the lib~r'al
s'pokesmen ofp~ejudice in the other direction.
I ,qo :nqt tbi,nkthat
a 6hargeof .racism :can be personally levelled against Ardrey; his
general ideology, which I wH,l 4iscuss .in ,a ,moment "does not logically
!=leridt it.
But,·r have shown that his ,att:f,tudetowar.devidence is
scarcely respemsible, and it is, this ,evidence Which leads hini to make
the dogmatic assertions which, I,sumup. below:
, f"
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'and wili',as's1.lch,!itarid'incohtrast to the" ~eneitic makeup of the
c'tilture in ,which they find 'their p1:ace. " Ardrey's assertions can and
mOst 'likely'wfll be used to justiify' a number ofbeli~fsexTJressible
in the form: . <"'The X ire all the' sanie j' 'they t IT' nevei' 'change. II
Ardrey t 'a:sseitfons 'ca.ri also 9i vethe naive fuel ',f or the bel iefthat
the ,p6p\.ila.t~6ris'Shch.ildBe ~ept separate rest t,heone ,;oCJn:1:~-~inate the
othef." Ardrey'does notsuppbrt such beliefs himself.
i

s

2)" Women are 'g~ri~t'icarly;'destined'to "a lesser charge of
aggression than areDlen~" JWoni~ri':are rtaturall'Y·ihcliried to take <the
sUb?rdfriate 'p6~iYti6n'. ';Thi!S' !i(a hbt'matt'er also (to:say'theleast)
and has' been '=iversincelMargaret' Mead'st'ated tne::alternative
relativist:'vid,wpoitl't. '::Ardrey's Conclusions would'ha,ve'been quite
acceptable""to the Ki'bdet";KUehe-KrrcliebeiiEifs of' National,:'Sotialism.
,

i

'j

.;

. . -~

.

"

..'

, .l

',:3) Marikind' is naturally: l'aggressive' 'and:pr6bC\bly violent. '
Hence one :c0\11 0' reason that, repressivepoli6ingmayalways be in
otd.er'~ , Ardrey'does notcomritent on'the need for police, save to say
that increased socialviolerice may lead toa surfeit 'of them~ 'A
natural vi6lent streak is a dubious' idea; 'the existence of
'aggressiont'!n its technicaisens~:maynot,~be: in'questionthough the
chbic'e)of ;thewotd 'aggr~s'sion' for tne innate factor driving,much
of huma'n behaviour irlitSgen'era:l aetivity relative to the world is
dIstinctly inappropr,iate' and misl~ading."
4) Man 'naturallY cleaves to:cert'ain external 'objects, in accord
,p.ropertyt 'is one' form
that this takes ~
this idea may have' somethi'ng in::it thouc;jh very
possibly not for the rea's on and with the implications, that Ardrey
thinks;' I Will 'discuss this briefly at' the conclusion~' I n any case
the manner' ',inwhic'l'i Ardrhy state's this proposition' is, very unlikely
to cause anyidiscoinfd::rt on WaIl''Street and ±nthe,MondayClub.

~ith the Ilnat'ural'law 1t ofterr'itorlali ty.

"
Enough said.
It is my conclusion that Ardrey's evidence seldom
giVes any 'defiriitive"support!tbanybut a pre-judged ahd irituitive
ac~eptance of these'propositions.
I cannot think, given the state
or (things' 'generally', that ,tbe~~fecol1clusions are harmless.
They are
, in 'f,a:ct gr()ssly' 1rrespon'siblein a book destined'Ior, the,la'rge
'public 'to which Ardrey appeal's.
However ,'I canhot ,faul t him for
suggestibg what' hestiggests ;', ' the, probl"m'is' that his siuggestions are
presented as affirriiatrion$"and as scientifically 'prpved' a£firmations
at that.
It is' a paradbx in Ardreyihat heputsfpr,ward what'
actually turns out to be some kind 'of absoluteega;li tar-ian ism but yet
a good part' of., his' 'theory has 'profoundl'y nonegali tarian implications.
It may atl'east be' said that Ardrey does not support these
implications 'himself, nor doe$he suggest ,any action which, should be
taken on thebas'is 6f ,his findings.
At most he'wQuld say "that some
things, e.g. the subordination' of wOmen andmanrs,desire,for property
are so deeply rooted that they can probably never be completely
expunged.
And; 'on the whole', ,his more positive s,1Jatements actually
support a 6ertain kind of conservative ideblogy so' extreme as to be
revolutionary, artdideologynot realized in this or perhaps any other
ceri
'to th'is I riow t urn ~
,f
"
, , t ury.
,';

..

All' 6f what fol16ws i1; based on the 'idea that man's,genetic
hbritage coine-sinta conflict with forms of. social. organization:. that
do not permit'an" ~xpres'sion of'basic drives.
And we ,have a.ls, 0 seen
'tha t Ardrey: is scept'ical 'of ahY social Organization: which ge.ts in the
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way of gene flow;
it is this attitude which I believe saves Ardrey
from the charge of racism.
The genetic effects of soci~ty may be
long-term; Ardrey is more directly interested, in the latter part of
his book, with the interactiort of culture and biological drives as they
now stand and in general he sees grea.t and increasing potential for
social violence in what is going ort.
Such violence, formerly
expressed in war, is a redirection of energies .now denied that outlet
by nuclear detente.
The young are chiefly implicated in this.
Thus
Ardrey manages to inc),ude within his scheme virtually all dist'urbing
phenomena of our time; this is no doubt a cdrtsiderableselling point.
But it is this aspect of Ardrey's book which is the most ihteresting
and suggestive for anyone interested inpract1.cal,concerns'.
As t have.said the basic point 1s that modern society is providing
increasingly little oppo:ttmh ty for th~, exercise of man's' biological
drives.
This is Ardrey's ultimate explanation for youthful revolt.
If every being requires 'self-fulfillment' and an outlet, for its charge
of aggressive energy, and if it comes .to be commonly realized that in
fact modern society provides little chance for this, then there is
trouble.
Ardrey points to certain sociological findings to account
fQr this malaise.
He examines studies on industrial psychology and
discovers that men work best and most purposefully when they are
implicated directly in the planning of whatever the project happens to
be.
Men under such conditions are not, according to Ardrey, working
in accord with a stimulus-response-reinforcement model in which money
is the positive reinforcement and its lack the n~gative:
" ••• capitalist and Marxist share the same idee fixe of
the almighty dollar: that man works exclusively for
reasons of economic determinism.
The Hawthorne workers
/the workers of the electric components factory where
the pioneering industrial study was don£! had been
motivated by identity, not money - by being people
different. II (159)
Stated somewhat differently, Ardrey seems to believe that men work
best and most happily when they are implicated in the results of their
labour.
Ardrey also examines studies conducted by urban sociologists on
c~ty neighbourhoods.
He discovers that; given achancp, neighbourhoods
are self~establishing, self-regulating, and exclusive relative to other

neighbourhoods.
Again men are directly implicated in rewarding human
aqtivity.
The antithesis to this is the anomic·tower-block housing
estate.
In general these aspects of Ardrey's thought bear a startling
resemblance to classical Marxism (the above quotation notwi,thstanding).
Of course it is true thatArdr~y rela~es all the phenomena above
to his three innate needs; but they are so vague as to be almost
meaningless in this context.
Nonetheless he has hit on things which
are socially interesting.
Given the fact that Ardrey is pointing to
the above studies as illustrative of the nature of man, and given that
he is against restrictive social organizations Ardrey's ideas come
close to both Marxism and also to a certain kind of conservatism;
he fits uncomfortably within the two positions but finally appears to
opt for the latter.
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. ' Ardr~y would look ·wi th approval ata ~()(;:iety maintaining maximum
flexibility within the confines of biologica'liinperatives.
The
Russians prevent some forms of ,hereditary privilege by making"
hereditary wealth impossible; this presumably keeps everyone'up to
the competitive mark as well.
I wonder if Ardrey approves of this
sort of measure.
It is certain that he would not approve of
bureaucracy in almost any form; 'in ·thishe is close to agreement with
'the radical critiques coming 'both from within the western and from
within ±he presumably Communist world~He appears to see the
'bureaucratic state as a' prime cause of. the social malaise:
-"Human youth recognizes that a few achieve identity.'
But it is a shrinking few, as oxganizations devour
each other ,while ;youth grOINs in' numbers.
And so
the're are those among' the young .;.. today some,
" tbmorrow more - who suggest that if,' something does
not'give, ·then they will tear the place down as a
housecnot worth living in.
There is nothing unusuai~
in; the quest 'for identity, to find those who will ). '
contemptuously reject security's last offer." (173) , ,
: '.

; He finds this qui te correct' biologically.
But el sewhere he
advocates restraint.
The division.of labour, he says, m<1kesinodern
society. very delicate, and youth Should consider this before making
irrational attacks,'
Again a paradox appenrs; Ardrey is unwilling
tn go along with his own argument, and so steps' short of advocating
anything really in accord with what he often states are the
conditions for human satisfact'ion.
His belief thnt soci$ty must
strike a balance between order and disorder leads to the following
deeply felt, but rather shallow proposition:
"What is at stake inour'times is not the survival
of man, but the survival of man's most rewarding
of all invent ions, democracy." (287) ,
Ardrey connot or does not deal with the fact that a democratic
form is somethin(]J of a farce ,in a society which 'he himself
characterizes as made up of ever more embracing bureaucxatic'
organizations.
But its defence is all that he can positively suggest,
and with'and as apart of its defence a return to nothing other than
'individual responsibility'; otherwise there will be no alternative
to,the police state:
, f

"As a people normally gets the government it
so a society normally receives the
'punishments it asks for.
And so long as we
support the Age of the Alibi, just so long must
we inhabit the Age of Anxiety.
There must come
'a limit, of course, when the social order to endure
: accepts' violent means to' suppress' violent disorder.
And we shall then see an endless procession of
concentration camps, death penalties, public'
,. wh ippings, and pol ice ascendancy.
It is the
"likelier outcome, no doubt. tI (340)
deserv~s,
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The American mind can be very tortuous indeed when it comes to
political reasoning.
Ardrey has blocked every possible solution to
the problems which he poses.
He suggests the desirability of self
determination; of worker's control', community organizations;
decentraiization, and at the end of it all can only return to what can
only be built upon these bases and which cannot really precede their
establishment - democracy and responsibility.
A curious route indeed.
Ardrey's formulations are something in
which many would like to believe.
Ardrey's dream comes from a time
at least as far back as Jefferson;
it is a dream of a pristine
society built upon a base of autonomous, self-de12rmining, free small
farmers and merchants • . This is st'ill very much a live ideal in North
America arnong so-called 'conservatives' and so-called 'radicals' alike.
Every now and then it takes a political or quasi-political form.
It
has been noted in the rise of the POpUlist movement at t4e end of the
. last century and it can even still be detected .at work behind such
phenomena as George Wallace •
There are also still many who actually
believe that what is needed is a return to a pure capitalism in which
enterprise is neither fettered by monopoly not by government
interference, a system in which each man can rise as far as he is able.
The followers of the American novelist ~philosopher Ayn Rand
believe just 1;his in spite of its apparent absurdity.
The curious
birth and success of the Conservative Party of New York may indicate
a new and perhaps more effective leaning in thi,s direction.
The fact
that the beliefs which persons of this persuasion actually express are
often inconsistent and even brutal gives no very good reason to
discount it all ,.as either unimportant or stupid.
But how very odd to find this stance supported again by an
based upon.bio~ogical imperatives and n~tural law.
Though
~t is not very convincing in general, the biological argument may have
~ome use in application to certain cases.
For example, little enough
is known about the makeup of the hUman mind; Ardrey mentions Chomsky
at one point in his discussion of innate i'actors in human mentality.
Chomsky points to the existence of innate factors which make it .
possible for the infant t,o assimilate the complex grammatical
structures ·oflanguage.,
Along this same line i t could also be said
that human cognitive organization.may. have its own ~emands, and that
these demands could lead to what Ardrey characterizes as innate
territoriality, xenophobia, identity through symbols, etc.
What these
demands could be lam in no position say; there is work going on in
psychology which may point towards at least the asking of the proper
questions.
But in general Ardrey is so devoted to biological
arguments and analogical arguments from the observation of human and
animal behaviour that he pays no attention at all to much material
which could bear on his case for good or illJ
The result is that he
became so thoroughly muddled that there was no possibility that he might
have given some kind of sense to the analysis of the, biosocial nature
of society.
~rgument

I can only conclude this review by stating that I believe that
Ardrey has written a harmful book.
It will probably have most appeal
to those who would support an essentially absurd bureaucratic
'democracy' or worse.. Again, I can only say, how very odd.
' Surely
,this cannot have been what Ardrey set out to do.
Michael G. Kenny
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BOOK REVIEW

Ecstatic Religion

An Anthropological study of Spirit
Possession and Shamanism
I.M.Lewis.

Pelican.

1971.

Prof. Lewis~recentbook is an ambitious functionalist-comparative study
of an aspect of religion which he claims has been neglected by social anthro
pologists.
As the editor of Man and head of anthropology at the London
School of Economics we can expe;t his work to be eagerly read by his colleagues.
And as the book appears in paperback in a series designed to show the subject
off to a wider pUblic we must expect it to be fairly influential.
Lewis
is aware that his enterprise requires special pleading, and he is careful to
avoid some of those ethnocentric· errors which marred an earlier comparative
tradition; for instance, he does not rank religious systems as the Victorians
were wont to do, nor does he engage in speculation over the genesis of religion
as such.
Nevertheless, his endeavour seems to be marred by several rather
profound methodological errors which ought to be exposed.
Firstly, he says that 'cultural distinctions' are ioften of much less
oonsequence than functional similarities' (PP. 13-14).1 This, he suggests, is
'generally taken for granted in most of the fields in whioh social anthro
pologists work'. . This stance enables him to ignore conoeptual levels,
oategorical and linguistic problems and so to violate the oultural logio whioh
one had assumed it was the task of the anthropologist to grasp.
Hocart (1935)
asks~ 'How can we make any progress in the understanding 'of oulture if we per
sist in dividing what the people join and in joining what they keep apart?'
Lewis seems 'to have learned nothing from the ghastly failures of others who
have attempted comparative work.
Hbcart's point, of oourse, does not make
comparison impossible, but it does require the venture to be oonduoted with
oertain speoial types of conoeptual tools;
of this formal requirement Lewis
seems oompletely unaware.
The point is to generate generalities from grasping
oultural significanoe not to oonfirm general theories through riding
rougrshod over oultural meanings by wielding some sooiologioalhypothesis like
possession is a means by which women protest about their jural inferiority, eto.
This is wherethe difference between L~vi-Strauss's and Lewis's oomparative
work lies.
It isn't a matter of Gallio splendour but a simple methodologioal
superiority in Levi-Strauss's work.· One only wished that Radoliffe-Brown,
whose idea of anthropology as oomparative sooiology still sets the task for
Lewis in 1971, had aotually engaged in some extensive projeot himself, then
it would have emerged rather sooner just how unproduotive the enterprise would
prove.
All oomparative work involves a problem of sources. We oannot evaluate
Lewis's performanoe in this respeot.
What is worrying, beoause it does not
seem to trouble his (do\vu-to-earth oOllml0nsense)sooiologioal approach, is the
oategories with whioh he perfor.ms his analysis.
Let us remember the one time
oommonsense oertainty that the earth was flat; sooiologioal commonsense is no
more privileged simply by virtue of its being a part of an established aoademio
disoipline.
We are aware of the diffioulties involved in using suoh terms as
'pathologioal' and 'hysterioal' in our mvn oUlture; the problems oonoerning
their application to other oultures are even more oonsiderable. For instanoe,
the oonoept of deviant would qualify as an 'odd-job'word (Wittgenstein) in
our ovm oategory system.
We oannot simply plonk it into another system of
disoourse without serious thought.
But the objeotion does not stop with these
psyohologioal terms whioh are easily recognisable as being awkwardly oulture
bound. What qualifioation oan we assume 'mystioal', 'witchoraft', 'anoestor
oult' or even 'religion' to possess that fit them for oomparative purposes? Or
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may we assume that these categories are used as
questions that Lewis asks?

lautQoati~ally'

(p.21) as the

If Lewis really wants to indulge tn this type of oomparative work h9
should at least bear in mind Evans-Pritohard's remark on the Frazerian style of
analysis.
That is, he should compare in~heir oompleteness the situa~ions of
possession among the Eskimos, hysteria in a London mental hospital and the
experiences of a Christian saint in order to dotermirie whether.suoh a category'
as eostasy genuinely subsumes these disparate phenomena.
After all, it is .
only in the fullness of oontext that the terminology has any meaning at all,
and'without this bontextualisation it maY not be realized that ecstasy, in
reality, is of as little explanatory use as the term matrilineal.
It. is
only too obvious that we as yet simply do not understand enough about different
modes of consciousness to embark on Lewis's type of venture.
Why, for
instance, is there no mention of James's The Varieties of_Religious Experience
which one had assumed would have some relevance? At least it would make the
difficulties rather plainer. All Lewis does by seeing possession or witchcraft
as protests against society or symbolio strategies of attaok is to oreate a
oategory of anomalous behaviour whioh requires a speoial type of explanation.
In fact it is exactly the same procedure that the Viotorians employed in their
treatment of pri~itive belief and whioh Evans-Pritchard had already cogently
critioized.
Frazer assumes oontext and purpose are obvious and thon imputes
oertain mental processes to savages. Lewis, in his way, repeats all these
errors - and then charges Levi-Strauss with being a neo-Frazeriant This criticism
holds even though Lewis (p.36) claims his treatment is not to be regarded as a
oomplete explanation.
Lewis, and here he is in good keeping with most
sociologists, (and the oomplete opposite of Evans-Pritohard) simply seems tohava
no feeling for culture.
We oannot feel that resort to such concepts as
'deprivation' or 'eostasy', really enables him to grasp the 'meaning' of any
of the examples he discusses.
It only confirms his sociologioal qualities that
he should not really be concerned with meaning at all.
As suoh his book strikes
us neophyte Oxford anthropologists as vulgar in the same way as Gluckman's
~stom and Conflict sooiolog~.
Lewis simply doesn't seem to sense how systems
of meaning should be understood.
The 'validity of my comparisons should be
judged by their inherent plausibility and by the extent to whioh they oontribute
to tho understanding of religious experienoe'.
We remain unoonvinced, and
the use of example after example would do nothing to enhanoe the plausibility of
the analysis.

We ought also to enter a oonunent concerning his statement that the import
ance of functional similarities as against cultural distinction is acoepted
by most anthropologists.
True this might be of those in the backvfaters
of British sooial anthropology, but, as with his questions that the social
anthropologist 'automatioally asks' (p.2~we can only say it is not true
of all. Many anthropologists have radioally different interests to these dis
played by Lewis and it is interesting that the newest anthropological trends
reoeive no bibliographioal mention in his book.
Not even that sensitive study
by Lienha~dt of Diruca self-knowledge in Divinity and Experionoe reoeives a
mention. When Levi-Strauss gets a treatment that is nothing short of juvenile
(p. 14-15) it is clear that we oannot accept Lewis's olaim to speak for anthro
pologists.
In fact, it is quite olear (p.30) that his approaoh and pre
oocupations are consoiously sooiological.
Perhaps a sociologist's evaluation
of Eostatio Religion would be different, but we oan only feel embarrassment
that in 1971 the title should contain the word anthropologioal. It is also
laughable that he should regard it as bravery (p.178) to oonsider psychology
and thus to extend the provenance of anthropology.
One is reminded of that
other London pronouncement in Jarvie's 1964 book 'over to Levi-Strauss' when
other departments had been there years before.

~

no 

If Lewis's book represents anthropology to the general public as a rapidly
ohangingdiscipline, one can only feel that the direction implied is the wrong
one.
Anthropology oan advance by redefining its problems. Lewis seems
unaware of this and is content to produce answers to problems set by his
forbears.
Here he is in good company.
There are still departments where
anthropologists devise good measures of divoroe rates or where students are
encouraged to produoe excellent definitions of age-sets.
All this refinement
is of no value if the problem itself was originally ill-conceived.
It is 11ke
expending a great amount of energy to establish the exact weight of phlogiston.
Lewis's Ecstatic Religion strikes us as similarly outdated and misdirected.
There seems to be a vast differenoe of interests between ourselves and the
Professor at L.S.E., and to use a joke he himself uses, we can only hope that
enthusiasm for his type of work is not catching.
Two Diplorna Students.

